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ABSTRACT 

In a KVM system, a system provides for USB devices to be 
accessed by target computers. A KVM switch connects a 
client with a target server via a network, the client computer 
having at least one device attached thereto. A second mecha 
nism connects to a USB port of the target and communicates 
with the target using a USB protocol. A client mechanism 
communicates with the second mechanism via the network. A 
virtual media mechanism enables the target server to access 
the USB device attached to the client. 
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i 172.26.20.20 Port 4 - Virtual Media 
Client View 
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ISO Files 
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FIG. 6(h) 
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Waiting for Preemption of Virtual Media Session 

Please wait while FredlnAccounting is informed that their virtual media session is being 
preempted. 

This may take up to 60 seconds. 

Virtual Media Session Preemption Request 

Steveinengineering would like to preempt your virtual media session. 

You have 48 seconds to reject this request before your virtual media session is closed. 

Press Accept to close your virtual media session immediately, or Reject to reject the preemption request. 

FIG. 6(u) 
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Virtual Media Preemption Request Rejected 

FredlnAccounting has rejected your virtual media preemption request, 

You cannot open a virtual media session at this time. 

Waiting for Approval of Virtual Media Session Preemption 

Please wait for FredInAccounting to approve the preemption of their virtual media session. 

This may take up to 60 seconds, 

T 

You may stop this virtual media session preemption request by pressing the Cancel button, 
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Virtual Media Preemption Request Cancelled 

The virtual media preemption request has been terminated at the originator's request. 

Virtual Media Session Terminated 
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VIRTUAL MEDIA SYSTEMS, METHODS AND 
DEVICES 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is related to and claims priority 
from co-pending U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
60/675,842, filed Apr. 29, 2005 and entitled “Virtual Media 
Systems, Methods and Devices, the entire contents of which 
are fully incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention relates to data processing systems. 
More particularly, this invention relates to virtual media and 
related systems, methods and devices in data processing sys 
temS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0003. The invention is better understood by reading the 
following detailed description with reference to the accom 
panying drawings in which: 
0004 FIG. 1 shows the architecture of a system/frame 
work according to embodiments of the present invention; 
0005 FIG. 2 shows a sequence of messages used to 
change (Data Transport Protocol) DTP/speed; 
0006 FIGS. 3-4 show reads from Universal Serial Bus 
(USB) mass storage devices: 
0007 FIGS. 5(a)-5(e) are message sequence diagrams; 
0008 FIGS. 6(a)-6(y) are views of information displayed 
on a user's display when using a graphical user interface 
(GUI): 
0009 FIGS. 7(a)-7(b) show connection methods: 
0010 FIGS. 8(a)-8(b) depict sharing and pre-emption 
handling; 
0011 FIGS. 9(a)-9(b) are block diagrams of aspects of a 
RIP (Rack Interface Pod); 
0012 FIG. 10 depicts relative timing in a RIP: 
0013 FIG. 11 depicts the dataflow paths throughan FPGA 
in a RIP, and 
0014 FIG. 12 depicts a configuration according to 
embodiments of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY 
PREFERRED EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS 

Background and Overview 
00.15 KVM (keyboard, video, and mouse) systems that 
provide remote access to so-called target computers are well 
known. In such systems, one or more so-called KVM 
Switches, are used to selectively connect remote (client) com 
puters to the keyboard, video and mouse ports of target com 
puters. In this manner, a remote computer can access and 
control operation of a target computer. 
0016 Aspects of KVM systems, switches and related mat 

ters, including their operation, are described in the following 
U.S. patents, the entire contents of each of which are fully 
incorporated herein by reference: 

(0017 U.S. Pat. No. 6,304.895; titled “Method and sys 
tem for intelligently controlling a remotely located com 
puter.” filed Jul. 23, 1999 and issued Oct. 16, 2001; 

0018 U.S. Pat. No. 6,567,869, titled “KVM switch 
including a terminal emulator, filed Feb. 22, 2002 and 
issued May 20, 2003: 

0019 U.S. Pat. No. 6,681,250, titled “Network based 
KVM switching system.” filed May 3, 2000 and issued 
Jan. 20, 2004; and 

(0020 U.S. Pat. No. 6,112.264, titled “Computer inter 
connection system having analog overlay for remote 
control of the interconnection switch, filed Feb. 4, 1999 
and issued Aug. 29, 2000. 
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0021 Connection between a client and a KVM switch 
may be via direct connection (e.g., CAT-5 cable), or it may be 
over network Such as, e.g., an Ethernet-based network or a 
TCP/IP network or the like. 

Architecture 
0022 FIG. 1 shows an exemplary architecture of a system/ 
framework 100. As shown, for example, in the drawing, a 
client (computer) 102 can connect to a target (computer/ 
server) 104 via a KVM/VM device (appliance) 106 and an 
optional connection device Such as, e.g., RIP (Rack Interface 
Pod) 108. An exemplary RIP is described in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/951,774, filed Sep. 14, 2001, titled 
“Passive Video Multiplexing Method And Apparatus, the 
entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. 
The client connects to the KVM device 106 via a network 
such as, e.g., a TCP/IP network. The network may be any 
network Such as, e.g., a WAN, LAN, an internet, an intranet or 
the Internet. The network may include wireless and/or satel 
lite components. 
0023 Various actual storage devices, including so-called 
mass storage devices, may be connected to the client com 
puter 102. For example, as shown, for example, in FIG. 1, 
client computer 102 has CD/DVD 110, floppy disk 112, and 
other mass storage device 114, connected thereto. A storage 
device could be any type of device, including read-only 
devices, that can connect to the client (or to the appliance), 
including, without limitation, CD/DVDs, floppies, USB key 
cards and the like. These devices may be connected to the 
client via a serial port, USB port, parallel port or in any other 
manner that allows the client to access (e.g., read and/or 
write) data on the devices. 
(0024. The target computer 104 connects to the KVM/VM 
appliance 106, either directly, or using a RIP 108 (as in the 
embodiment shown in the drawing). In the case when a RIP 
108 is used, the RIP cables are Easy connected to a USB 
port of the target, and so the RIP and target communicate 
using the USB protocol, preferably USB 2.0. The RIP com 
municates with the KVM/VMappliance 106 using a protocol 
denoted HI (High-speed Interface), and described in greater 
detail below. The target computer 104 may connect directly to 
the KVM/VM appliance 106, in which case the target and 
appliance communicate using the USB protocol via a con 
nection to a USB port of the target. In those cases, where no 
separate RIP is used, necessary functionality of the RIP may 
be incorporated into the KVM/VMappliance. For the sake of 
explanation and description, and without limiting or intend 
ing to limit the scope of the invention, the embodiment shown 
in FIG. 1 will be described herein. 
0025. The target computer/server 104 may be any com 
puter, including, without limitation, a server in a server rack, 
and it may run any operating system (OS). 
0026. Those skilled in the art will realize, upon reading 
this description, that while only one client and one target are 
shown in FIG.1, a typical framework 100 according to 
embodiments of the present invention may include a number 
of clients, targets EP appliances, connected in various ways. 
0027. As is well known in the art, the USB protocol has 
timing requirements and constraints that impose limits on the 
distance between USB devices and processors connected 
thereto. The system/framework described overcomes the tim 
ing and associated distance constraints of USB systems by 
providing a spoofing or emulation mechanism in the RIP (or 
in the appliance) so that, from the client's perspective, it is 
communicating with a USB device, even though the device 
may be non-USB and may be further away than conventional 
USB systems would allow, and may be communicating over 
a network with non-predictable timing. 
Protocols 

0028. This section describes the various communications 
protocols according to embodiments of the present invention. 
Those of skill in the art will realize and understand, upon 
reading this description, that different and/or other protocols 
may be used and are considered to be within the scope of the 
present invention. 
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The HI Protocol 

0029. One protocol (generally denoted HI or AHI) defines 
operation between the KVM/VM device/appliance 106 and 
the RIP 108 (or between two appliances). The protocol 
described herein supports the virtual media aspects of the 
described system while remaining backwards-compatible 
with earlier devices and systems. A legacy RIP system is 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/951,774, 
filed Sep. 14, 2001, the contents of which have been incorpo 
rated herein by reference. RIP modules supporting the high 
speed data link will preferably need to function while con 
nected to an appliance using legacy protocols. Likewise, an 
appliance that Supports the high-speed data link (according to 
embodiments of the present invention) will preferably need to 
function with a RIP that only Supports the legacy speed (e.g., 
38.400 bps). 
0030. The HI (AHI) protocol uses three layers for inter 
system communication, namely Physical, Transport and 
Application layers. 
0031. The Binary Data Transport Protocol (BDTP), the 
data transport protocol (DTP) used in legacy systems, is a 
so-called Master-Slave protocol. The Slave cannot send a 
message without first being queried by the master. This limits 
the overall data exchange rate and may not Support the Virtual 
Media features described herein. Accordingly, to retain back 
ward compatibility, the high-speed transport protocol (HI) 
described here includes a method for switching between pro 
tocols. Since HI might run at different transmission speeds, a 
way to negotiate the new speed is part of the scheme for 
Switching protocols. 

DTP Change Protocol 
0032. The DTP change protocol is used to change the Data 
Transport Protocol and/or communications speed. This pro 
tocol utilizes a single application message command code 
(symbol dDTP CHANGE) with sub-command codes. This 
helps reduce the total number of commands in the system and 
allows for future commands. 

0033. The format used by all DTP change messages is 
shown below. 

TABLE DTP-1 

DTP Change message packet format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command 
3 N Sub-command parameters 

0034. The sub-command codes are listed below. 

TABLE DTP-2 

DTP Change protocol sub-commands 

Sub 
command Symbol Description 

OxOO dDTP SPEED QUERY Speed query 
OXO1 dDTP SPEED RESPONSE Speed response 
OxO2 dDTP VERSION QUERY Version query 
OXO3 dDTP VERSION RESPONSE Version 

response 

Mar. 25, 2010 

TABLE DTP-2-continued 

DTP Change protocol sub-commands 

Sub 
command Symbol Description 

Ox04 dDTP SPEED SELECT DTP/Speed 
select 

OxOS dDTP SPEED SELECT RESPONSE DTP/Speed 
select 
response 

OxO6 dDTP PING Ping 
OxO7 dDTP PING RESPONSE Ping response 
0x08-0xFF Reserved 

0035. There are two sets of parameters values associated 
with the Sub-commands. These are speed and protocols. 
These values are used to report, as well as set the parameters. 
These parameter values are listed below. 

TABLE DTP-3 

Speed parameter values 

Value Speed 

OxOO 38,400 bps 
OxO1 24 Mbps 
OxO2 ... OxFF Reserved for future use 

0036. The 38,400 bps speed is provided as a speed param 
eter for completeness and for backward compatibility with 
legacy systems. In practice, in currently preferred implemen 
tations, this should never need to be used as it is the default for 
most systems. 

TABLE DTP-4 

Protocol parameter values 

Value DTP 

OxOO BDTP 
OXO1 HI 
OxO2 ... OxFF Reserved for future use 

0037. The BDTP protocol is provided as a protocol param 
eter for completeness. Since BDTP is the default protocol it is 
not expected to be used. 
Sub-Commands 
Speed Query 
0038. The speed query sub-command is used to request 
Supported data link speeds. 

TABLE DTP-5 

Speed query message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (Always 2) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP SPEED QUERY) 

Speed Response 
0039. The speed response sub-command is used to indi 
cate all Supported speeds. This message is sent in response to 
a speed query. 
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TABLE DTP-6 

Speed response message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (3 + (value (a) offset 3)) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command 

(dDTP SPEED RESPONSE) 
3 1 Number of supported speeds 
4 1 First Supported speed 
5 1 Second Supported speed 
N 1 Last Supported speed 

Version Query 
0040. The version query sub-command is used to deter 
mine DTP types and versions. 

TABLE DTP-7 

Version query message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (Always 2) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP VERSION QUERY) 

Version Response 
0041. The version response sub-command is used to indi 
cate all supported DTPs and versions. 

TABLE DTP-8 

Version response message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (3 + 2 * (value (a) offset 3)) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP VERSION RESPONSE) 
3 1 Number of supported DTP version pairs 
4 1 First supported DTP 
5 1 First DTP version 
6 1 Second supported DTP 
7 1 Second DTP version 

N - 1 1 Last supported DTP 
N 1 Last DTP version 

DTP/Speed Select 
0042. The speed select sub-command is used to switch the 
data link to the indicated speed. 

TABLE DTP-9 

Speed select message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (Always 4) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP SPEED SELECT) 

Mar. 25, 2010 

TABLE DTP-9-continued 

Speed select message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

3 1 DTP parameter 
Speed parameter 

DTP/Speed Select Response 

0043. The speed select response sub-command is used 
acknowledge a speed change request. The acknowledgment 
can indicate that an invalid or unsupported speed was 
requested. 

TABLE DTP-10 

DTP/Speed select response 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (Always 3) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP SPEED SELECT RESPONSE) 
3 1 Response value: 

Value Description 

OxOO Reserved - Could be a unintentional value 
OxO1 Request accepted - changing to requested 

protocol & speed 
OxO2 Requested protocol not supported 
OxO3 Invalid protocol requested 
Ox04 Requested speed not supported 
OxOS Invalid speed requested 
0x06-0xFF Reserved 

Ping 

0044) The ping sub-command is used to test the newly 
established link. The master, after receiving the DTP/Speed 
select response (request accepted) will wait until the commu 
nication link has been established then send the ping Sub 
command. This provides positive feedback that the link is 
online & operating properly. 

TABLE DTP-11 

Ping message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 Size (Always 2) 
1 1 Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
2 1 Sub-command (dDTP PING) 

Ping Response 

0045. The ping-response sub-command is sent (as the 
name implies) in response to the ping Sub-command. It is 
used to give positive feedback to the master that the slave has 
properly changed protocols and/or speed. 
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TABLE DTP-12 

Ping response message format 

Field 
Offset Size Meaning 

O 1 
1 1 
2 1 

Size (Always 2) 
Command (dDTP CHANGE) 
Sub-command (dDTP PING RESPONSE) 

Sequence 
0046. An exemplary sequence of messages used to change 
DTP/speed is shown in the diagram in FIG. 2. 

Error Handling 
0047. In presently preferred embodiments, the data link 
always reverts back to the default protocol and speed when 
either side determines the data link has been lost. This method 
could cause an oscillation between protocols and/or speeds if 
there are problems with the physical connection. The two 
sides might communicate acceptably at the default and both 
sides properly negotiate the change in protocol/speed only to 
fail to communicate at the negotiated protocol/speed causing 
the link to revert back to the default. Therefore, the following 
method is established to prevent this oscillation: The master 
keeps track of the number of protocol changes over time. If 
the number of changes exceeds a limit in a time period the 
master will no longer attempt to change protocol/speed. If the 
connection is lost at the default protocol and speed the whole 
process will start over. 
Assumptions about HI Data Transport Protocol 
0048 While the Data Transport Protocol and Message 
Protocol are separate. Some discussion and understanding of 
the basic DTP operation is provided. 

HI-DTPUSeS 

0049. The HI-DTP is a general purpose Data Transport 
Protocol that may be used for the following: 

0050 Communicate between an appliance and a USB/ 
VM-RIP 

0051 Communicate between two appliances 
0.052 Communicate between an appliance and a RIP 
used to tier into an appliance. 

Data Paths 

Command Data Path 

0053. The command data path should always be available. 
That is, as long as the data link can accept data (buffers not 
full) a command can be passed from one side to the other. 

Bulk Data Path 

0054. In presently preferred exemplary embodiments, the 
bulk data path cannot be multiplexed. The data on the bulk 
data path are automatically transferred to a specific memory 
location upon receipt (preferably performed using Direct 
Memory Access—DMA). The command path is used to set 
the purpose of the bulk data path. The target memory location 
is set by the processor. Note that a command will be sent to tell 
the other side of the link that the bulk data path is ready for a 
specific use. All data received on the bulk data path are copied 
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(or moved) to the target memory location upon receipt. This 
continues until the processor changes the target memory loca 
tion. 

0055. The RIP sets the target memory location to the USB 
endpoint buffer during initialization. After that, all data 
received on the bulk data path are placed directly into USB 
endpoint buffers without the intervention of the RIP proces 
sor. For the ACI (input) port, the appliance may or may not 
change the target memory location, depending on data 
throughput requirements. 

Reflected Status 

0056. The reflected status is always available. 

Virtual Media Message Protocol 

0057 The Virtual Media Control command set supports 
the chosen RIP hardware which supports two block transfer 
devices identified by Logical Unit Number (LUN). These 
share a single input buffer and a single output buffer. The USB 
host will only communicate with a single device at a time. 
Because of this and the HI-DTP providing a separate “Bulk 
Data path’, the VM command set does not need to provide a 
set of commands to indicate data packets. The read/write 
block commands set the function of the bulk data path. 

Virtual Media Control Packet Definitions 

0058. The Virtual Media Control protocol utilizes a single 
application message command code (OxB0, symbol dCMD 
VIRTUAL MEDIA) with sub-command codes. This helps 
reduce the total number of commands in the system and 
allows for future commands. 

0059. The following sub-commands are defined: 

TABLEVM-13 

Virtual Media Control Sub-commands 

Value Symbol Description 

0x00 dVMC ACK 
OxO1 dVMC MAP 
OxO2 dVMC UNMAP 
Ox03 dVMC READ TOC 

Acknowledge a VMC command 
Map a virtual drive 
Unmap a virtual drive 
Read virtual drive's table of 

contents (for CD/DVD support) 
Read virtual drive's block size and 
block count 
Read a block from the virtual drive 
Write a block to the virtual drive 
Abort currentVMC command and 
lush all USB buffers. 

0x08 dVMC VERSION QUERY Requests the VM command 
protocol version 

Ox04 dVMC READ CAPACITY 

0x05 dVMC READ BLOCK 
Ox06 dVMC WRITE BLOCK 
Ox07 dVMC ABORT 

0060 All messaging used within the presently preferred 
exemplary embodiments use network byte order, defined as: 
The order in which the bytes of a multi-byte number are 
transmitted on a network—most significant byte first (as in 
"big-endian storage). This may or may not match the orderin 
which numbers are normally stored in memory for a particu 
lar processor. 
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TABLEVM-14 

Virtual Media Control: ACK packet format (generic) 
Virtual Media Control:ACK (dVMC ACK 

Offset Size Description 

1 Command Size (variable 4 + n) 
1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
1 VMCACK Sub-command code (0x00) 
1 VMC sub-command code being ACKed 
1 Result Code (O = Success) 
N VMC Command specific results 

0061 
packs. 

Each VMC command has a description of ACK 

TABLEVM-15 

Virtual Media Control: Unsupported command 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (4) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC sub-command code being ACKed 
4 1 Result Code (0xFF = Invalid unsupported command) 

0062. When an invalid or unsupported command is 
received, the receiver will respond with a dVMC ACK 
packet with the result field set to 0xFF indicating an invalidor 
unsupported command (see Table VM-15). 
Virtual Media Control: Map (dVMC MAP) 
0063. This command is used to map a virtual drive to a RIP 
USB Mass Storage interface. This command is sent from the 
Appliance to the RIP. The format of the command is as fol 
lows: 

TABLEVM-16 

Virtual Media Control: Map command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (0x03) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC Map Drive sub-command code (OXO1) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 
OXO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
OxO2 ... OxFF Undefined and invalid 

1 
1 
1 
1 

TABLEVM-17 

Virtual Media Control: Map response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x05) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK Sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC Map Drive sub-command code (OXO1) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OXO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN already mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 
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Virtual Media Control: UnMap (dVMC UNMAP) 
0064. This command is used to stop mapping a virtual 
drive to a RIP USB Mass Storage interface. This command is 
sent from the Appliance to the RIP. The format of the com 
mand is as follows: 

TABLEVM-18 

Virtual Media Control: UnMap command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (0x03) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC UnMap Drive sub-command code (0x02) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 
OXO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable 

drive 
OxO2 ... 0xFF Undefined and invalid 

O 1 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 

TABLEVM-19 

Virtual Media Control: UnMap response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x05) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK Sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC UnMap Drive sub-command code (0x02) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OXO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 

0065. If the RIP receives this command while data is pend 
ing from the indicated LUN, then the RIP will abort the data 
transfer. 
Virtual Media Control: Read TOC (dVMC READ TOC) 
0066. This command is used to request a Table of Contents 
from the mapped CD/DVD. This command is sent from the 
RIP to the Appliance in response to a SCSI Read TOC com 
mand received on a USB Mass Storage interface. This com 
mand is generally only valid for CD/DVD devices. The for 
mat of the command is as follows: 

TABLEVM-2O 

Virtual Media Control: Read TOC command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (0x03) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC Read TOC sub-command code (0x03) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 
OxO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
OxO2 ... OxFF Undefined and invalid 

1 
1 
1 
1 

TABLEVM-21 

Virtual Media Control: Read TOC response packet formal 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x06) 
2 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK sub-command code (0x00) 
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TABLEVM-21-continued 

Virtual Media Control: Read TOC response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

3 1 VMC Read TOC sub-command code (0x03) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OXO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
OXO3 ... OxFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 
6 1 Data Pending 

OxOO TOC data transmission complete 
OXO1 TOC data transmission pending 
OxO2 ... OxFF 

0067. When the Appliance receives the VMC Read TOC 
command, it generates a VMC ACK response with the Data 
Pending field set to 0x01 indicating data transmissionispend 
1ng. 
0068. After the TOC has been sent through the appropriate 
USB buffer, the Appliance will generate a VMC ACK 
response with the Data Pending field set to 0x00 indicating 
the USB data transmission is complete and the RIP can now 
generate a USB CSW on the USB Mass Storage interface. 
Virtual Media Control: Read Capacity (dVMC READ CA 
PACITY) 
0069. This command is used to request the Capacity of the 
mapped device. This command is sent from the RIP to the 
Appliance in response to a SCSI Read Capacity command 
received on a USB Mass Storage interface. The format of the 
command is as follows: 

TABLEVM-22 

Virtual Media Control: Read Capacity command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (0x03) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC Read Capacity sub-command code (0x04) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 
OXO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
Ox02... 0xFF Undefined and invalid 

1 
1 
1 
1 

TABLEVM-23 

Virtual Media Control: Read Capacity response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (OXOD) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMC ACK sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC Read Capacity sub-command code (0x04) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OxO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 
6 4 Block Count (in Network Byte Order i.e., big-endian) 
10 4 Block Size (in Network Byte Order i.e., big-endian) 

0070. The Block Count field indicates the number of 
blocks the logical unit provides. The Block Size field indi 
cates the number of 8-bit bytes in each block. Therefore the 
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logical unit's capacity in bytes can be determined by Block 
Count multiplied by Block Size. 
Virtual Media Control: Read Block (dVMC READ 
BLOCK) 
0071. This command is used to request to Read a block, or 
number of contiguous blocks, from the mapped device. This 
command is sent from the RIP to the Appliance in response to 
a SCSI Read(10) command received on a USB Mass Storage 
interface. The format of the command is as follows: 

TABLEVM-24 

Virtual Media Control: Read Block command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (OXOB) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC Read Block sub-command code (0x05) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 

OxO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
Ox02... 0xFF Undefined and invalid 

Start LBA (in Network Byte Order i.e. big-endian) 
Block Count (in Network Byte Order i.e. big-endian) 

TABLEVM-25 

Virtual Media Control: Read Block response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x06) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC Read Block sub-command code (0x05) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OxO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 
6 1 Data Pending 

OxOO Data transmission complete 
OxO1 Data transmission pending 
OxO2 ... OxFF 

(0072. When the Appliance receives the VMC Read Block 
command, it generates a VMC ACK response with the Data 
Pending field set to 0x01 indicating data transmissionispend 
ing. 
0073. After the Block(s) has (have) been sent through the 
appropriate USB buffer, the Appliance will generate a VMC 
ACK response with the Data Pending field set to 0x00 indi 
cating the USB data transmission is complete and the RIP can 
now generate a USB CSW on the USB Mass Storage inter 
face. 

Virtual Media Control: Write Block (dVMC WRITE 
BLOCK) 
0074 This command is used to Write a block, or number 
of contiguous blocks, to the mapped device. This command is 
sent from the RIP to the Appliance in response to a SCSI 
Write(10) command received on a USB Mass Storage inter 
face. The format of the command is as follows: 
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TABLEVM-26 

Virtual Media Control: Write Block command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (OxOB) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMC Write Block Sub-command code (0x06) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 

OxO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
Ox02... 0xFF Undefined and invalid 

Start LBA (in Network Byte Order i.e. big-endian) 
Block Count (in Network Byte Order i.e. big-endian) 

TABLEVM-27 

Virtual Media Control: Write Block response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x06) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK Sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC Write Block Sub-command code (0x06) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OxO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 
6 1 Data Pending 

OxOO Data receiving complete 
OXO1 Data receiving pending 
OxO2 ... OxFF 

0075. When the Appliance receives the VMC Write Block 
command, it generates a VMC ACK response with the Data 
Pending field set to 0x01 indicating the Master is waiting to 
receive data. After the Block(s) has been received through the 
appropriate USB buffer, the Appliance will generate a VMC 
ACK response with the Data Pending field set to 0x00 indi 
cating the USB data reception is complete and the RIP can 
now generate a USB CSW on the USB Mass Storage inter 
face. 

Virtual Media Control: Abort (dVMC ABORT) 
0076. This command is use to abort any current VMC 
transaction (i.e. any transactions that send a dVMC ACK 
packet with the Data Pending field SET). The format of the 
command is as follows: 

TABLEVM-28 

Virtual Media Control: Abort command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

Command Size (0x03) 
Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
VMCAbort sub-command code (0x07) 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) 
OxOO Virtual CD, DVD 
OXO1 Virtual Floppy/Removable drive 
Ox02... 0xFF Undefined and invalid 

1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLEVM-29 

Virtual Media Control: Abort response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x05) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMCAbort sub-command code (0x07) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
OxO1 Invalid LUN 
OxO2 LUN not mapped 
0x03... 0xFF Undefined 

5 1 LUN 

(0077. When the Appliance receives the dVMC ABORT 
command, the Appliance will flush its USB buffers and trans 
mit a dVMC ACK command in response. 
Virtual Media Control: Version Query (dVMC. VERSION 
QUERY) 
0078. The version query sub-command is used to request 
the virtual media protocol version. 

TABLEVM-30 

Virtual Media Control: Version Query command packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x02) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMC Version Query sub-command code (0x08) 

(0079. When an Appliance or RIP receives the dVMC 
VERSION QUERY command, the device will transmit the 
following dVMC ACK response. 

TABLEVM-31 

Virtual Media Control: Version Query response packet format 

Offset Size Description 

O 1 Command Size (0x05) 
1 1 Virtual Media Control Command Code (OxBO) 
2 1 VMCACK sub-command code (0x00) 
3 1 VMC Version Query sub-command code (0x08) 
4 1 Result 

OxOO Success 
0x01 ... 0xFF Undefined 
Virtual Media Control Version 

Virtual Media Control Packet Usage 
0080. To explain how the Virtual Media Control packets 
will be used, we provide some description of how a USB 
Mass Storage device operates, and a basic description of how 
the Data Transport layer operates. Those skilled in the art will 
understand how these devices and layers operate. 

Data Transport Layer Overview 

I0081. An overview of the data transport layer is given here, 
although those skilled in the art will understand how the layer 
operates. Essentially, each end of the link maintains two 
buffers in each direction (for a total of four buffers). These 
buffers are used for the following: 
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I0082) Application Buffer for exchange of Application 
Protocol packets 

I0083 USB Bulk Buffer for transferring bulk USB data 
for Mass Storage devices 

0084. In general, when a frame is received, the Data Trans 
port Layer (FPGA) determines if the payload is Application 
or USB data. The FPGA then sets a bit flag in the appropriate 
register indicating data is available (possibly generating an 
interrupt). Specifically, in presently preferred exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention, on the RIP, when the 
Data Transport Layer receives Application data, the FPGA 
sets an RXRdy flag and if configured, will generate an inter 
rupt. When USB data is received, the FPGA places the 
received data directly into the MCU's configured endpoint 
buffer requiring no MCU intervention. 
USB Mass Storage Device Overview 
0085 Those skilled in the art will know how a USB mass 
storage device operates, and this description/overview is 
given here for convenience. 
I0086 A USB Bulk Only Mass Storage device uses two 
bulk endpoints called Bulk OUT (going from the computer to 
the device), and Bulk IN (going to the computer from the 
device). The computer sends commands to the device in a 
Command Block Wrapper (CBW) using the Bulk OUT end 
point. This CBW contains a SCSI Command that the device 
decodes. After processing of the SCSI command is complete, 
the device sends a Command Status Wrapper (CSW) packet 
to the computer using the Bulk IN endpoint. This CSW con 
tains result information indicating if the SCSI Command 
completed successfully. FIG. 3 shows a typical read from a 
USB Mass Storage device. 
Data Flow with Virtual Media Control Packets 
0087 FIG. 4 shows the same read operation as are shown 
in FIG. 3, but also shows how the dVMC READ BLOCK, 
dVMC Ack with data pending SET, and dVMC Ack with 
data pending CLEARED Application packets may be used. 
0088 Transactions occur between the RIP and Appliance 
using the Application buffer, and a USB buffer. 
Special Considerations—Implementation Details 
0089 Various issues are discussed hereas they relate to do 
with interactions between the client (RIP) and the server 
(appliance). These topics do not relate directly to the proto 
cols. 

Server Reboots 

0090 Special consideration should be given to the condi 
tion where a user has virtual media mapped, and wishes to 
reboot the attached server. These reboots can be categorized 
as “warm' boots, where the server remains powered, but 
performs a reset; and “cold' boots, where the server is power 
cycled. 
Warm Boot 

0091 Based on experience of the inventors, when a server 
performs a “warm’ boot, the USB bus power may remain 
constant, but the server may assert a reset condition on the 
USB bus. In these situations, the RIP maintains power and 
connectivity to the appliance, and maintains any previous 
virtual media mappings. 
“Cold Boot 

0092 Because the RIP draws its power from the attached 
server, when the server is power cycled, the RIP loses power, 
and loses all connection and virtual media mappings. 
Appliance Considerations 
0093. To support “cold' booting servers in appliances, the 
appliance preferably maintains state information regarding 
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current user connections so that if a user has an active con 
nection to a RIP, and the data link to the RIP is lost (which 
likely happens when the attached server is powered down), 
when the data link returns (when the server is powered up 
again), the Appliance reconnects the user to the RIP. This 
same reconnection mechanism also remembers virtual media 
connections, and remaps virtual media connections to allow 
the RIP to use virtual media to boot the attached server. So, in 
presently preferred exemplary embodiments, when an Appli 
ance establishes a HI link with a RIP, the Appliance issues 
appropriate Virtual Media Control Map and UnMap com 
mands to return the RIP's virtual media mappings to the 
proper state. 
RIP Considerations 
(0094) To support “cold' booting, the RIP should allow 
time for the HI link to be established to determine how to 
respond to the servers SCSI requests. If the HI link is not 
established within a certain timeout period, or if the RIP 
received a Virtual Media Control: UnMap command, then the 
RIP responds to the server as a Removable Media device with 
no media present. If the RIP receives a Virtual Media Control 
Map packet, then the RIP responds to the server as a Remov 
able Media device with media present. 
(0095. Until the timeout expires, or the RIP receives the 
Virtual Media Control: Map or UnMap packet, the RIP 
responds as a Removable Media device that is in the process 
of becoming ready (similar to responses given by CD/DVD 
and HDD units that are spinning up). 
Virtual Media Protocol 

0096. This section describes a common network com 
mand set for communicating with virtual media devices 
according to embodiments of the present invention. This pro 
tocol will be referred to as the Virtual Media Protocol (VMP). 
In presently preferred embodiments, the VMP is used 
between a VMP client 103 in a client 102 and a VMP server 
107 in an appliance 106 (e.g., see FIG. 1). 
Connection Establishment 

0097. The Client initiates all Virtual Media sessions, e.g., 
using the Primary Connection Protocol (PCP) protocol (de 
scribed below). Once the PCP transactions have taken place 
and the socket connection and use of SSL have been deter 
mined, then virtual media transactions may take place accord 
ing to the VMP protocol. 
0.098 Ifat any time the connection is broken between the 
Client and the virtual media device, the device will consider 
the Client logged out and the connection (e.g., the TCP con 
nection) between the two will be closed. 
Conventions 
0099 Throughout this description the Message ID codes 
will have the most significant bit set for messages that are 
either bidirectional or sent from Device to Client. All mes 
sages share a common 12-byte header and all multi-byte 
parameters are transmitted in network byte order (Big 
Endian). 
Virtual Media Protocol 

0100 Virtual Media Protocol (VMP) messages are used 
for transmitting virtual media data. The term “visk” is 
sometimes used herein to refer to a virtual disk or, more 
generally, to virtual media. They will be sent over the con 
nection (e.g., the TCP connection) specified by the PCP pro 
tocol. The VDisk IDs are Zero (0) based and the value 0xFF is 
used to indicate the command applies to all VDisks. In the 
presently preferred exemplary embodiments, all commands 
should be treated atomically. In other words, while one VMP 
command sequence is in progress no other command may be 
initiated. This provides for protocol simplicity. 
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Connection Management 
User Login and Channel Selection 
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0105 All parameters for the user authentication and chan 
nel selection should be contained within the certificate that 
was exchanged with the digital media appliance when the 
Primary Connection SSL link was established. 0101 

TABLEVMP 32 

Username and Password Login 
LOGIN CREDENTIALS (Type OXO100 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, Ox50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including the 

header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
12 User Name Length 1 Number of characters in user name string. 
13 User Name 16*6 Name of user attempting to login. This field is 

a UTF-8 encoded string. Six bytes are 
reserved for each of the 16 possible 
characters. For the English language where 
ASCII text codes are used no more than 16 
bytes will be required. 

109 AuthResult 32 This is the result of a double MD5 hash on the 
AuthIData form the SESSION SETUP 
message, the username, and the password. 

141 RIPID 8 Packed hex digits of RIP ID. 8 bytes can hold 
16 digits. 

149 Port Number 1 Non-zero to select by port number (1-16). 
Zero to select by RIP ID. 

150 Cascaded Port 1 Non-zero to select a cascaded port (1-24) 
Number 

151 Share Mode 1 Not used, should be set to zero. 
152 Pre-empt 1 Set to 1 to request pre-emption. 

0102 This message is used for user login and channel 
selection. The device will respond to this message with a User 
Login Status message. 
0103 For some systems or products there may be two 
types of channel selections are possible with this message. 
With some appliances the Port Number and Cascaded Port 
Number fields may be used to select channels. With other 
appliances the RIPID and Cascaded Port Number fields may 
be used to select channels. Embedded solutions may require 
application specific implementations. 

TABLEVMP33 

Certificate Login 
LOGIN CERTIFICATE (Type OXO101 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 

0104. This message is used when user login and channel 
selection was performed via an X509 session certificate 
exchange as part of the establishment of the Primary Connec 
tion SSL link (established, e.g., using the Primary Connection 
Protocol. PCP). If the Primary Connection SSL link was not 
established via an X509 session certificate exchange, then 
this message cannot be used. Immediately after the Primary 
Connection establishment with the device this message, or a 
Type 0x100 message, should be the first one received from the 
client. All other messages will be ignored until a Successful 
login and channel selection is performed. The device will 
respond to this message with a User Login Status message. 

TABLEVMP 34 

Random Numbers Login 
LOGIN RANDOM NUMBERS (Type OXO102 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
12 Client Random 4 Random number client used to 

Number establish an existing VSP session 
with the appliance. 

16 Appliance 4 Random number provided by the 
Random Number appliance when an existing VSP 

session was established with the 
appliance 

20 Share Mode 1 Not used, should be set to zero. 
21 Pre-empt 1 Set to 1 to request pre-emption. 

0106. This message is used for user login and channel 
selection. The device will respond to this message with a User 
Login Status message. 
0107 Two types of channel selections are used with this 
message in presently preferred exemplary embodiments. 
When used with some appliances the Port Number and Cas 
caded Port Number fields are used to select channels. When 
used with some other appliances the RIP ID and Cascaded 
Port Number fields are used to select channels. 
0108. In presently preferred exemplary embodiments, this 
type of login is available if a VSP (video session) connection 
has been made between a client and the appliance and is still 
in use. That video session with the VSP connection should 
provide the random numbers necessary for this login. 
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Offset Field Name 

14 

15 

Value 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

TABLEVMP 35 

Login Status message format 
LOGIN STATUS (Type OX8100 

Length Description 

Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
Length 4 Length of entire message including the header. 
Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
Login Status 1 Indicates Success or failure of user login and 

channel selection. (see Table 3-6) 
Miscellaneous 1 Bitfield where each bit represents a certain status 
Status item 

Bit Meaning 

O If set, user to be pre-empted has right to 
reject pre-emption request (valid only if 
Login Status Code = 50 or 51) 

UserName 1 Number of characters in user name string. 
Length 
UserName 16 * 6 When a channel selection fails because the 

Selection is in use, this field gives the user's name 
that is using the channel. This field is a UTF-8 
encoded string. Six bytes are reserved for each of 
the 16 possible characters. For the English 
language where ASCII text codes are used no 
more than 16 bytes will be required. 

TABLE 36 

Login Status Codes 

Description Value 

Success. 18 
Invalid user name? client random number 19 
Invalid password appliance random number 
Channel access denied. 2O 
Channel in use. 21 
Channel not found. 
Channel in use and requesting user has rights to 50 
pre-empt. 
Channel in use by local user. 
All channels in use. 51 
User access denied (user does not have access rights to channel). 
User locked out. 
Channel in use by local user and requesting user has rights to 52 
pre-empt. 
Channel in use by exclusive local user. 
Channel upgrade in progress. 0109 
Channel in use by Exclusive User. 
Share denied by existing user (user has denied the share request). 
Share request timeout (user did not respond to share request). 
Exclusive connection denied because channel is already in use. 

Offset 

10 
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TABLE 36-continued 

Login Status Codes 

Description 

Channel not available due to PEM blockage. 
Channel not available due to PEM blockage and requesting user 
has rights to pre-empt. 
Channel not available due to PEM blockage by local user. 
Channel not available due to PEM blockage by local user and 
requesting user has rights to pre-empt. 
Channel in use by local user and requesting user has rights to 
pre-empt, pre-empt rejection rights of other user and timeout 
information provided. 
Channel in use and requesting user has rights to pre-empt, 
pre-empt rejection rights of other user and timeout information 
provided. 
Preemption login request rejected by other user. 

This message is sent from the device to the user in 
response to a login messages. 

Session Control 

0110 

TABLEVMP 37 

User Disconnect Pending with TimeOut message format 
DISCONNECT (Type 0x8110 

Field Name Length Description 

Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, Ox50 (VMP") 
Length 4 Length of entire message including the header. 
Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
Disconnect 1 O = Administrator disconnect 
Reason 1 = Session idle timeout exceeded 

2 = Appliance reboot pending 
3 = DSRIQ upgrade pending 
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TABLE VMP 37-continued 

User Disconnect Pending with TimeOut message format 
DISCONNECT (Type 0x8110 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

4 = Channel preempted by local user 
5 = Reserved (don't use) 
6 = Disconnect due to KVM lock (KVM session 
closed with lock active) 

13 Status 1 Bitfield where each bit represents a certain status 
item 

Bit Meaning 
O Reserve 
1 Reserve 
2 Reserve 
3 Reserve 
4 Reserve 
5 Reserve 
6 Reserve 
7 If set, user to be pre-empted has right to 

reject pre-emption request. If not set, 
the user to be pre-empted may not 
reject the pre-emption. 

14 Pre-emption 1 Maximum number of seconds that the user who is 
Timeout Value being pre-empted has to respond to the pre 

emption request. After the timeout expires the 
user software should close the user session. 

0111. This message is sent from the Device to the Client 
when an administrator or local user requests that the user's TABLE VMP39-continued 
session be terminated. This message contains a timeout value 
that determines how long the Client should wait before ter 
minating the session. During that timeout value, and before 

Cancel User Disconnect Pending with Timeout message format 
HEARTBEAT (Type 0x0400 

the user has terminated their own session, a Cancel User Offset Field Name Length Description 
Disconnect Pending With Timeout (Type 0x8304) message 8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
may be received that will cancel this message. 10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 

TABLEVMP 38 - 
0113. This message is sent periodically from the client to 

Cancel User Disconnect Pending with Timeout message format the appliance when the client has no other useful message to 
DISCONNECT CANCEL (Type 0x8120 send. If the appliance does not receive any messages from the 

client for a period of 1 minute the appliance will assume the 
Offset Field Name Length Description client connection is no longer active and will terminate the 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) VM session. This is used to insure that lost network connec 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including tions and broken clients do not permanently consume VM 

the header. connections. The recommended behavior of the client is to 
Metype : R it is is too send “Heartbeat' messages once every 10 seconds when 

12 &R Reason 1 SE, Alld needed, although one skilled in the art will realize, upon 
reading this description, that other time intervals are possible 
and within the scope of the invention. 
vDisk (Virtual Media) Control 

disconnect request 

0112 This message is sent from the Device to the Client 
when an administrator or local user requests that the user's TABLE VDisk-40 
session be terminated and then cancels that request. This 
message will only be sent if a User Disconnect Pending with Distialyists 

YDC UX Timeout (Type 0x8303) has been sent first. 
Offset Field Name Length Description 

TABLEVMP39 
O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 

Cancel User Disconnect Pending with Timeout message format 4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 
HEARTBEAT (Type 0x0400) the header. 

8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
Offset Field Name Length Description 10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 0114. This message is sent to request information about 

the header. the virtual media (VDisks) available on the device and what 
the current status is for each of the virtual media. 
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TABLE VDisk--41 

VDisk Info message format 
VDISK INFO (Type 0x8200 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 woisk ID 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
12 Number of drives 2 Number of visks Supported 

on device 

TABLE VDisk-42 

wDisk Info block 

12 + 4n DriveType 1 0x01 - Floppy/Memory Key 
OxO2 - CD, DVD ROM 
Ox04 - Generic 
O - Idle (Available for mapping) 
1 - Attached (Currently Mapped) 
2 - Disabled (Disabled via 
VDISK SET ENABLE) 
3 - Broken (An unrecoverable error has 
occurred) 

13 + 4n Drive Status 1 

14 + 4n Drive 2 0x0001 - Enable/Disable Support 
Capabilities 

0115 This message is sent in response to a GET VDISK 
INFO. The drive type and drive status fields are repeated once 
for each virtual medium/visk present on the device. 

TABLE VDisk-43 

VDisk Request message format 
VDISK REQUEST (Type OXO210 

Field 
Offset Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including the 
header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which wisk this command is 
for 

12 Block Size 4 Logical block size for this vLOisk 
16 Number of 4 Number of logical blocks for this vdisk 

Blocks 
20 Drive 1 0x01 - Force Read Only 

Flags 
21 Max Write 1 Maximum number of blocks that should 

Blocks be sent in a single write command. This 
should be set to zero for a read only 
device. 

22 TOC Size 2 Number of bytes in the Table of 
Contents which follows this message 
(O for non-CD DriveType, maximum of 
804 for CD DriveTypes) 

24 Data Variable Optional Table of Contents data 

0116. The VDisk Request command is sent from the client 
to the device when a file system (drive or file system image) 
is attached. Number of Blocks defines the size in blocks of the 
file system being opened, and Block Size defines the block 
size of the device being opened. Drive Flags specifies any 
special qualities for the drive. Currently the only supported 
flag is the Read Only flag that is used to indicate the device 
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should present a read only interface to the Target. Max Write 
Blocks specifies the maximum number of data blocks the 
device may place in a single write command. This is intended 
to prevent buffer overruns in the Client. TOC Size indicates 
the length of the CD Table of Contents data contained in the 
Data section of the message. If the TOC data is unknown or 
the drive type is mass storage, this field should be set to 0. In 
presently preferred exemplary embodiments, the maximum 
size of the TOC data is 804 bytes. If the target USB is not 
enumerated the device should respond with a DEVICE STA 
TUS message indicating the USB is not connected. 

TABLE VDisk-44 

VDisk Release message format 
VDISK RELEASE (Type 0x0220) 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

0117. This command is sent from the Client to the Device 
to release a VDisk resource that was previously allocated 
using the VDISK REQUEST command. The Device returns 
a Status message in response to this command. On the target 
device it should appear that the media has simply been 
removed from the virtual drive. This should not cause a USB 
reset or re-enumeration. 

TABLE VDisk-45 

wDisk Set Enable message format 
VDISK SET ENABLE (Type 0x0230 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

12 Enabled 1 O = Disable Drive 
1 = Enable Drive 

0118. This command is used to enable or disable the asso 
ciated drive. When a drive is disabled it will cause the required 
USB interfaces to be re-enumerated such that the indicated 
drive will no longer be visible to the target operating system 
(OS). The device returns a DEVICE STATUS message in 
response to this command. 

TABLE VDisk-46 

VDisk Request Release message format 
VDISK REQUEST RELEASE (Type 0x8240 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
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TABLE VDisk-46-continued 

vDisk Request Release message format 
VDISK REQUEST RELEASE (Type 0x8240) 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 

is for 

12 Enabled 1 O = Disable Drive 

1 = Enable Drive 

0119 This command may be sent when the target server 
attempts to eject a mapped drive. The device returns a 
DEVICE STATUS message in response to this command. 
VDisk Data Operations 

TABLE VDisk-47 

vDisk Read Request message format 
VDISK READ (Ox8300 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message 

including the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 visk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

12 Start Block 4 Starting logical block number 
16 Number of 4. Number of contiguous blocks to read 

Blocks 
20 Blocking 4 Maximum number of blocks to 

Factor send per message 

0120. The Read command is sent to requesting block(s) of 
data from the client's attached file system. Start Block and 
Number of Blocks define which block and how many blocks 
to transfer. The Blocking Factor parameter tells the client the 
maximum number of blocks that may be transferred per mes 
sage. If the total number of blocks requested is greater than 
BlockingFactor, the client will reply with multiple messages 
containing no greater than Blocking Factor blocks per mes 
sage, until the total number of requested blocks has been sent. 
So, for example, if the server requests 240 blocks, and the 
Blocking Factor is 64, then the client will respond four times, 
with 64, 64., 64, and 48 blocks, respectively. 

TABLE VDisk-48 

VDisk Read Response message format 
VDISK READ DATA (Ox0300 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

the header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this 
command is for 

12 Start Block 4 Starting logical block number 
16 Number of 4 Number of contiguous blocks 

Blocks contained in this message. 
20 Data Variable 
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I0121 This message is used to deliver data that has been 
read from the local device. The Number of Blocks should not 
exceed the blocking factor specified in the VDISK READ 
Request message. 

TABLE VDisk-49 

vDisk Write Request message format 
VDISK WRITE (Type 0x8310) 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 

he header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
10 woisk ID 2 indicate which visk this 

command is for 
12 Start Block 4 Starting logical block number 
16 Number of 4 Number of contiguous blocks in 

Blocks his message 
20 Data Variable Data to be written 

0.122 This command is sent to request that block(s) of data 
be written to the client's file system. This command will only 
be valid when a file system is opened in read/write mode. The 
client returns a CLIENT STATUS message in response to 
this command. The Start Block parameter determines where 
to write, and Number of Blocks tells how many blocks are 
included in the Data portion of the message. 

TABLE VDisk-50 

wDisk Get Alternate TOC Data message format 
VDISK GET ALTERNATE TOC DATA (Ox8320 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message 

including the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

12 MSF 1 O = LBA Format, 1 = MSF Format 
13 Format 1 TOC Format 
14 Track Session 1 Starting Track or Session 

I0123. This command is sent to request Table of Content 
data in a format other than that which is included in the 
VDISK REQUEST message. 

TABLE VDisk-51 

wDisk Alternate TOC Data message format 
VDISK ALTERNATE TOC DATA (0x0320 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message 

including the header 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this 

command is for 
12 TOC Data 2 Length of the alternate TOC data 

Length 
14 TOC Data Variable TOC data in the format requested 

by the device 
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Miscellaneous 

0124 

TABLE VDisk-52 

Device Status message format 
DEVICE STATUS (Type 0x8410 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including the 
header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which wisk this command is 
for 

12 Status 4 Indicates the status returned by the last 
command 

0.125. This message is sent in response to several com 
mands. Possible values of the Status field are as follows: 

TABLE VDisk-53 

VMP status codes 

Value Error Description 

OxOOOOOOOO OK 
OxOOOOOOO1 COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED 
OxOOOOOOO2 READ FAILED 
OxOOOOOOO3 WRITE FAILED 
OxOOOOOOO4 USB NOT CONNECTED 
OxOOOOOOO5 DRIVE ALREADY ATTTACHED 
OxOOOOOOO6 DRIVE DISABLED 
OxOOOOOOO7 UNKNOWN CONFIGURATION OPTION 

USB Not Connected 

0126. This is a message from the server to the client indi 
cating that USB is powered off or not connected. This will 
usually be sent after a VDISK REQUEST command. This 
error is not fatal. (The VDISK REQUEST should still suc 
ceed.) However, when receiving this message the client 
should display a warning to the user that USB is disconnected 
or powered off 

Command Not Supported 

0127. This message will be returned whenever a client or 
server receives a command that is not supported. This mes 
sage will be used primarily to indicate an optional command 
is not supported. 

Read Failed 

0128. This message is sent in response to a VDISK 
READ command when the Client cannot fetch the data 
requested. 

Write Failed 

0129. This message is sent in response to a VDISK 
WRITE command when the Client cannot write the data 
requested. 
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Unknown Configuration Option 
0.130. This message is sent in response to a SET CON 
FIGURATION OPTION command when the Client does not 
recognize the Option Id that was specified. 

TABLE VDisk-54 

Client Status message format 
CLIENT STATUS (TYDe OXO410 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including the 
header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command is 
for 

12 Status 4 Indicates the status returned by the last 
command 

See DEVICE STATUS for details. 

TABLE VDisk-55 

USB Reset message format 
USB RESET (Type OXO420 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including the 
header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command is 
for 

0131 This command forces a reset of the USB that in turn 
will cause a re-enumeration of the devices. A composite 
device will have no choice but to reset all devices whereas a 
compound device should only reset the associated device. 
This command should only be used as a last resort due to the 
implications it has on composite devices. The device returns 
a Status message in response to this command. 

TABLE VDisk-56 

Client Configuration Option message format 
CLIENT CONFIGURATION OPTION (Type 0x0430 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP") 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 
the header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

12 Option ID 4 This is defined on a per 
implementation basis 

16 Option Data 4 Length of the Option Data field 
Length 

20 Option Data Variable Data specific to the indicated 
Option ID 

0.132. This command is used to send configuration options 
to the device asynchronously. Presently known values for the 
Client Configuration Option message are as follows: 
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TABLE VDSk-57 

Known Client Configuration Options 

Option Data Option 
OptionID Description Length Value Data 

0x00000001 Reserve option changed in 1 OxOO = 
client Reserve not 

active 
OxO1 = 
Reserve 
active 

TABLE VDisk-58 

Device Configuration Option message format 
DEVICE CONFIGURATION OPTION (Type 0x8430 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of 4 Ox41, 0x56, Ox4D, 0x50 (VMP) 
Header 

4 Length 4 Length of entire message including 
the header. 

8 Message 2 Type code for the message 
Type 

10 woisk ID 2 Indicate which visk this command 
is for 

12 Option ID 4 This is defined on a per 
implementation basis 

16 Option Data 4 Length of the Option Data field 
Length 

20 Option Data Variable Data specific to the indicated 
Option ID 

0133. This command is used to send configuration options 
to the client asynchronously. Presently known values for the 
Device Configuration Option message are as follows: 

TABLE VDisk-59 

Known Device Configuration Options 

Option 
Data 

Length Option 
OptionID Description Value Data 

0x00000001 READ ONLY - All drives 1 O = false, 
should be set to read-only. If READ 
read-only is true, then the user ONLY not 
cannot change the read-only Set 
setting of a drive. If read-only is 1 = true, 
not true, then certain drive types, READ 
such as CD/DVD will be read- ONLY set 
only, but other drives, such as a 
floppy, will allow the user to 
determine whether they should be 
read-only, or not. 

0x00000002 LOCKED - The KVM and 1 O = false, 
Virtual Media sessions are locked. LOCKED 
When the KVM session closes the not Set 
appliance will also close the 1 = true, 
Virtual Media session LOCKED 

Set 

Primary Connection Protocol (PCP) 
0134. This section describes a common network com 
mand set for establishing communication between a device 
(usually an appliance) and a client (usually running on a 
workstation) in preparation for using another KVM-type pro 
tocol. This protocol will hereafter be referred to as the Pri 
mary Connection Protocol (PCP). 
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Connection Establishment 
I0135) In presently preferred implementations, the Client 
will initiate all sessions using a non-SSL TCP/IP connection. 
The client will make the TCP/IP connection to the device on 
a defined TCP port on which the device is listening for PCP 
connections. The client starts the capabilities exchange pro 
cess by sending a SESSION REQUEST message. This mes 
sage should list all of the connection options Supported by the 
client as well as desired protocol version. The device will 
respond with a SESSION SETUP message indicating the 
specific connection options to use. If the session is to use an 
SSL connection then both sides will initiate the SSL hand 
shake at this point. 
0.136. After the initial connection the Client and the appli 
ance will communicate using the protocol specified in the 
SESSION REQUEST, on the TCP port specified by the SES 
SION SETUP (The need for a new connection will be indi 
cated by a non-zero value for the TCP Port.) 
0.137 SSL implements industry standards for encryption 
using Transport Layer Security version 1 (TLSV1). All data 
over an SSL connection will use DES, 3DES, AES, or 128 bit 
(RC4 like) encryption algorithms. When establishing an SSL 
connection it is ES that X509 certificates be presented 
and authenticated by both the device and the Client. If cer 
tificates are not available from both the Client and the device, 
then anonymous Diffie-Hellman key exchange will be used. 
Conventions 
0.138. Throughout this section the Message ID codes will 
have the most significant bit set for messages that are either 
bidirectional or sent from Device to Client. All multibyte 
parameters are transmitted in network byte order (Big 
Endian). 
0.139. These are the messages used for the Primary Con 
nection Protocol. 

Session Establishment 

0140 
TABLE PCP-60 

Connection Capabilities 
SESSION REQUEST (OXO100 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 
4 Length 4 

Ox41, 0x50, 0x43, Ox50 (“PCP) 
Length of entire message 
including the header. 

8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 
10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
12 Protocol Type 1 The protocol to be associated 

with this session. 
13 Version Major 1 Major Version Number. 
14 Version Minor 1 Minor Version Number. 
15 Reserved 1 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
16 Capabilities 4 Supported connection capabilities. 

Flags (see Table PCP-62) 
20 AuthRandomLen 1 Length of random data used for 

authentication hash (bytes) 
21 AuthRandom 32 Random number to be hashed with 

username and password 

TABLE PCP-61 

Protocol Types 

Value Description 

1 PCP 
2 AVMP 
3 AVSP Primary Connection 
4 AVSP Secondary Connection 
5 ASMP 
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TABLE PCP-62 

Connection Capabilities 

Value Description 

OxOOOOOOOO NONE (used only in the SESSION SETUP 
response to indicate no connection capabilities 
exist, i.e. SESSION REQUEST failed) 

OxOOOOOOO1 TCP (Cleartext) 
OxOOOOOOO2 TCP (RC4) 
OxOOOOOOO4 SSL (Anonymous) 
OxOOOOOOO8 SSL (Certificates) 
OxOOOOO100 KEEP ALIVE 

0141. This should be the first message sent from a client to 
a device once the TCP connection is established. The device 
should receive this message within 30 seconds of connection 
establishment or terminate the connection. The SESSION 
REQUEST message is used to request the connection type, 
protocol type, and report version information. Upon receipt 
of this request the Device will send a SESSION SETUP 
message to the Client to indicate that the message was 
received, and what type of connection was requested. 

TABLE PCP-63 

Connection Capabilities 
SESSION SETUP (Ox8100 

Offset Field Name Length Description 

O Start of Header 4 Ox41, 0x50, 0x43, Ox50 (“PCP) 
4 Length 4 Length of entire message 

including the header. 
8 Message Type 2 Type code for the message 

10 Reserved 2 Reserved for future use. Set to 0. 
12 Version Major 1 Major Version Number. 
13 Version Minor 1 Minor Version Number. 
14 Capabilities 4 Negotiated connection capabilities. 

Flags (see Table PCP-62) 
18 TCP Port 2 TCP Port to be used for the new 

session (O = current connection) 
20 AuthRandomLen 1 Length of random data used for 

authentication hash (bytes) 
21 AuthRandom 32 Random number to be hashed with 

username and password 

0142. This message is sent from the device to the client in 
response to a Session Setup Request message. The message's 
receipt indicates to the client to commence its SSL handshake 
(if any) on the port specified in the TCP port field (zero 
indicates to use the current connection). After the SSL hand 
shake (if any) has been completed the protocol in use. Such as 
VMP or VSP will be the protocol specified in the SESSION 
REQUEST message and the use of this protocol will end. 

The Rack Interface Pod (RIP) 
0143. This section provides some details of the rack inter 
face pod (RIP). 
0144. As shown, for example, in FIG. 1, a RIP 108 may be 
used to connect a target/server to an appliance. In Such cases, 
the RIP preferably connects to the target/server via a single 
USB connector, through which multiple logical connections 
provide keyboard, mouse, and storage media functions. The 
keyboard and mousefunctions will be the same as for existing 
USB RIPs. Those skilled in the art will realize, upon reading 
this description, that the functionality of the RIP may be 
incorporated into PCI card, a daughter board, a mother board, 
an embedded solution or the like. 
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0145. In presently preferred exemplary embodiments, the 
virtual media USB connection is capable of providing 
throughput equivalent to a 32XUSB CD-ROM. The RIP may 
present itself as containing two USB devices: presently a CD 
and a removable mass storage device. Once the target device 
enumerates these devices, the RIP maintains the connection 
regardless of the state of user virtual media sessions. The RIP 
reports an empty condition for the media devices when no 
user media session is established. 

0146 FIGS. 9(a)-9(b) are block diagrams of aspects of a 
RIP according to embodiments of the present invention. In a 
presently preferred embodiment, the RIP is based on a 
Cypress CY680013LP USB2.0 Microprocessor, often 
referred to as an FX2. The FX2 incorporates an 8051 CPU 
core and a USB2.0 PHY and Parallel Interface Engine (PIE). 
The PIE is capable of supporting multiple data sources, 
including external sources via internal FIFOs. 
0147 The FX2 boots from a code image stored in an 
ancillary EEPROM and will execute application code from a 
FLASH memory. The FPGA implements a high speed serial 
interface for transferring data between an appliance and the 
High Speed RIP. 
0.148. In the present implementations, the system has the 
following components: 

Digital Subsystem 

FPGA Logic 

0149. The FPGA is a Xilinx XC3S50TQ100-4C 
0150. The HI Datalink utilizes a 74ACT244 for con 
figuration and drive, and FPGA based receivers. 

Microprocessor Logic 

0151. The EEPROM which stores the CPU Boot Image is 
implemented as a 24LC64 
The CPU is implemented as a CY680013LP in a 128OFP 
package 
The Flash Memory is an SST39VF0202 Mbit organized as 
256Kx8 with 4 KB sectors. 
The power on reset is a TC1276-10 

Video Subsystem 

0152 The video subsystem is based on the EL4543 inte 
grated ARI video driver. 

Power Subsystem 

0153. The power subsystem has been implemented in two 
ways: as two synchronous buck regulators; one 3.3V, and one 
1.2V. An LDO will generate 2.5V from the 3.3V supply, and 
as one 3.3V synchronous buck regulator and a 2.5VLDO and 
a 12V LDO. 

FPGA Hardware/Software Interface 

Memory Map 

Control and Status Interface RIP 

0154 The Control and Status Interface Controls the 
modes and the operation of the datalink interface. This por 
tion of the implementation also includes a reflected interface 
between ends of the Interface, when in high speed mode. The 
following table shows the RIP register addresses. 
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0156 Master For debug/development purposes. A 1 indi 
TABLE RIP-64 cates this module will act as a master (Default=0) 

0157 Link Active 1 indicates the FPGA considers the link Register Addresses 
active 

Address RW Description 0158 Link En Turns on the datalink logic 
OxOO RW HSDatalink CSR1 
OXO1 RW HSDatalink CSR2 TABLE RIP-66 
OxO2 RW Reflected Register Out 
OXO3 R Reflected Register In HS Datalink CSR2 (OXO1) 
OXO4 RW RIUART CSR HS Datalink CSR2 (0x01) 
OxOS RW RIUART Data o 

OxO6 RW Application FIFO CSR 
OxO7 RW Application FIFO BitNumber 
Ox08 RW Application Packet 

Length 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 
Ox09 RW USB Blk CSR 
OxOA Unused 
OxOB Unused Read ErrorCount 
OxOC Unused Write ResetFrr 
OXOD RW MCU Bank Address 

OxOE RW MCUEA CR ErrorCount Total number of errors (Timeouts + NAKed frames) 
OxOF W Watchdog Timer no-rollower 
Ox1O... Ox1D Unused 
Ox1E RW Scratch Register ResetFrr Writing any value cause the ErrorCount value to be reset 
Ox1F R RIPVersion 

TABLE RIP-67 
RIP Register Definitions 
O155 Reflected Register OUT (0x02) 

Reflected Register OUT (0x02 

TABLE RIP-65 Bit Number 

HS Datalink CSR1 (0x00) 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 
HS Datalink CSR1 (OXOO) HSDatalink CSR1 (0x00 Read Write D7 D6 DS D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 0159 Value to be presented to the master's (Appliance) 
& G 99 Reflected Register IN’ register. 

Read MODE Link On Master Link Active 9. 9. 
Write MODE Link En Master 

TABLE RIP-68 

MODE Operating mode of the data link/line interface Reflected Register IN (0x03) 
Reflected Register IN (0x03 

Bit Number 

Value Speed 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

O 38.4 KBaud 
1 24 MBaud ReadWrite D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

2 ... 7 Reserved Value from the master (Appliance) “Reflected Register 

TABLE RIP-69 

RI (low speed) UART CSR (0x04) 
RI UART CSR (0x04) 

Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

Read LOOPBACK OO TxEmty TxFull RXRdy TxIrqEn RXIrqEn 
Write LOOPBACK TXIrqEn RXIrqEn 

RXIrqEn Enable interrupt on RXRdy 
TXIrqEn Enable interrupt on TxEmpty 
RxRdy Indicates there is RX data available 
TxFull Indicates the TX FIFO is full, any additional bytes written to the FIFO 

will be lost 
TxEmty Indicates the TX FIFO is empty and can receive additional bytes. 
LOOPBACK Enable a loopback of RIDATA from the RIConnector 
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TABLE RIP 70 

RI (low speed) UART Data (0x05) 
RIUART Data (OxOS 

Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

Read RIUART RXFIFO 
Write RIUART TXFIFO 

0160 This address should only be read when the RXRdy 
bit of the RIUART CSR is set (1) indicating there is data in the 
FIFO. This address should only be written when the TxFull 
bit of the RIUARTCSR is cleared (0)indicating there is room 
in the TX FIFO. 

TABLE RIP 71 

Application FIFO CSR (0x06) 
Application FIFO CSR (0x06) 

BitNumber 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

Read TxIdle RxIdle TxEmty TxFull RXRdy TXIrqEn RXIrqEn 
Write FlushTx FlushRX TXIrqEn RXIrqEn 

RXIrqEn Enable interrupt on RX Ready 
TXIrqEn Enable interrupt on TX Empty 
RxRdy Indicates there is RX data available 
TxFull Indicates the TX FIFO is full, any additional bytes written to the FIFO 

will be lost 
TxEmpty Indicates the TX FIFO is empty and can receive additional bytes. 
FlushTx Forces the AppTx State Machine to an Idle state as soon as possible 
Flush RX Forces the App RX State Machine to an Idle state as soon as possible 

0161 Flush Tx and Flush RX cause their appropriate state 
machines to go to an Idle state. This will be done after a packet 
is transmitted or if a packet transmission is not in process, in 
the case of TX or after a packet is received, in the case of RX. 
After the Idle state is achieved the Flush control may be 
removed. 

TABLE RIP-72 

Application FIFO (0x08) 
Application FIFO (Ox07 

Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

Read RXFIFO 
Write TXFIFO 

Used to access the Application RX and TX FIFO 

TABLE RIP-73 

Application Packet Length (0x08) 
Application TXLength (0x08 

Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

Write Application TX Packet Length 
Read Application RX Packet Length 

Mar. 25, 2010 
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0162 To allow the FPGA to use frames more efficiently, 
the MCU will write the length of the Application packet to 
this address, and then proceed to write the indicated number 
of bytes into the Application FIFO. This allows the FPGA to 
send the entire packet in one frame rather than as multiple 
fragments. For a received packet the value will reflect the 
number ofbytes to be read for the received packet. Note: New 
receive packets will be inhibited until the Application Receive 
FIFO is emptied. 

TABLE RIP-74 

USB Bulk CSR (0x09) 
USB Bulk CSR (0x09) 

BitNumber 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Read O OutEmpty InEmpty O OUT FIFO ADDR 
Write OutEnable InEnable OUT FIFO ADDR 

IN FIFO ADDR 
from appliance) 

OUT FIFO ADDR 
host to appliance) 
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Watchdog Timer (0x0F.) 
0.165. This eight bit wide register is written with a preset 
value for the watchdog timer. The value is reflective of 
approximately 6.7 mS per bit. If the counter is allowed to 
decrement to zero a system reset will be asserted for 6.7 mS at 
the transition from Count1 to Count0. Writing a 1 to the 
register will result in a 6.7 mS delay before timeout. Writing 
a Zero to the register will disable the WDT. 

O 

IN FIFO ADDR 
IN FIFO ADDR 

MCU endpoint FIFO address for USB Bulk IN data (to host 

MCU endpoint FIFO address for USB Bulk OUT data (from 

OutEnable When set (1), allows the FPGA to receive USB Bulk data 
from host. Disable will cause destructive Flush 

InEnable When set (1), allows the FPGA to send USB Bulk data to 
host. Disable will cause destructive Flush 

InEmpty Indicates there is no data in the FPGA's USB Bulk INFIFO 
to send to host 

OutEmpty Indicates there is data in the FPGA's USB Bulk OUT FIFO 
from host remaining to send to appliance 

Scratch (0x1E) 
TABLE RIP-75 

Eight Bit Read/Write Register 
MCU Bank Address (OXOD) (0166 
MCUBankAddress (OXOD 

BitNumber TABLE RIP-77 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O Version Register (0x1F) 
Version (0x1F 

ReadWrite Unused (OOOOb) Bank Address 
BitNumber 

(0163 This register controls the FLASH address A14:A17 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 
for external data access to the MCU address range 0x4000 
through 0x7FFF. For all external code access, the FPGA ReadWrite Fallback Version 
forces FLASH address A16:A17 to 0 making all code read 
from FLASH physical memory address range 0x00000 - 
through (FE ry 9. (0167. The fallback bit indicates that the FPGA image is 

TABLE RIP-76 

MCU EACR (0x0E) 
MCU EA CR (OXOE) 

BitNumber 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

ReadWrite Unused (OOOOOOOb) MCU EA 

(0164. This register controls the MCU's EA (External 
Access) pin. When the MCU's EA pin is HIGH (1), then all 
instructions are fetched from the external memory space. 
When the MCU's EA pin is LOW (0), then instructions in 
lower 8K (or 16K depending on MCU) will be fetched from 
the internal RAM/CODEspace. Regardless of the MCU's EA 
pin, all instructions in the top 56K (or 48K) are fetched from 
external memory space. 

minimized to implement only the RIUart, Watchdog, FLASH 
Mapping and EA functions. 
RIP Hardware Software Interaction 

0.168. This section will document typical interactions 
between the RIP's MCU firmware and the FPGA. 
0169. 1. Configuring data link 
0170 2. Receiving RI (low speed) Application packets 
0171 3. Transmitting RI (low speed) Application packets 
0172 4. Receiving HI (high speed) Application packets 
0173 5. Transmitting HI (high speed) Application packets 
(0174 6. Configure USB Bulk data transfers 
Data Link Configuration 
(0175 One interaction between the MCU and the FPGA is 
the configuration of the data link. By default, the FPGA starts 
in RI mode. After receiving RI packets to negotiate HI mode, 
it is the responsibility of the MCU to configure the FPGA for 
HI mode. After queuing the ACK for the speed change, the 
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MCU should take care to ensure the FPGA's RI transmit 
buffers are emptied before configuring the FPGA for HI 
mode. The FPGA RI UART CSR register's TxEmpty bit is 
used to verify the ACK packet has been transmitted. Once the 
TxEmpty bit is set, the MCU should set the FPGA HS 
Datalink CSR1 register's MODE field to the appropriate 
value. 

RI Receive Packet 

(0176 When the data link is in RI mode, the MCU uses the 
FPGARIUART CSR and RI UART Data registers to control 
receiving messages. The MCU can use the RI UART CSR 
register's RXIrqEnfield to configure the FPGA to provide an 
interrupt when received data is ready. When/if the MCU 
detects the interrupt, the MCU will examine the RXRdy bit of 
the RI UART CSR register, and if data is available, the data 
will be read from the RI UART Data register. 
0177. This is the same general process used in existing 
RIPs. The primary difference is existing RIPs use the MCU's 
integrated UART and internal data registers rather than using 
data registers in the external data space. 

RI Transmit Packet 

0.178 When the data link is in RI mode, the MCU uses the 
FPGARIUART CSR and RI UART Data registers to control 
transmitting messages. The MCU can use the RI UART CSR 
register's TXIrqEnfield to configure the FPGA to provide an 
interrupt when the TX FIFO is empty. 
(0179 When the MCU has a packet to transmit, the MCU 
will examine the TxFull bit of the RI UART CSR register, to 
see if data can be placed in the TX FIFO. If the TxFull bit is 
clear (0), then the MCU will place data in the TX FIFO by 
writing to the RI UART Data register, and will continue to 
place data into the TX FIFO until the TxFull bit is set (1), or 
there is no more data. 
0180. This is the same general process used in existing 
RIPs. The primary differences are that the existing RIPs use 
the MCU's integrated UART and internal data registers rather 
than using data registers in the external data space, and the 
existing RIPs only have a single byte buffer rather than a 
FIFO. 

HI Receive Packet 

0181. When the data link is in HI mode, the MCU uses the 
FPGAApplication FIFOCSR and Application FIFO registers 
to control receiving messages. The MCU can use the Appli 
cation FIFO CSR register's RXIrqEn field to configure the 
FPGA to provide an interrupt when received data is ready. 
When/if the MCU detects the interrupt, the MCU will exam 
ine the RXRdy bit of the Application FIFO CSR register, and 
if data is available, the data will be read from the Application 
FIFO register. 
0182. This is the same general process used for receiving 
data in RI mode. 

HI Transmit Packet 

0183. When the data link is in HI mode, the MCU uses the 
FPGAApplication FIFO CSR, Application FIFO, and Appli 
cation TXLength registers to control transmitting messages. 
The MCU can use the Application FIFO CSR register's 
TXIrqEnfield to configure the FPGA to provide an interrupt 
when the TX FIFO is empty. 
0184. When the MCU has a packet to transmit, the MCU 
will examine the TxFull bit of the Application FIFO CSR 
register, to see if data can be placed in the TX FIFO. If the 
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TxFull bit is clear (0), then the MCU will write the length of 
the packet to the Application TXLength register. Then, the 
MCU will place data in the TX FIFO by writing to the Appli 
cation FIFO register, and will continue to place data into the 
TX FIFO until the TxFull bit is set (1), or there is no more 
data. 
0185. This is the same general process used intransmitting 
data in RI mode, except the packet length should first be 
written to the Application TXI ength register. Writing the 
Application TXI ength allows the FPGA to ensure the Appli 
cation data is not fragmented between multiple frames. 

USB Bulk Data Transfers 

Initial Configuration 

0186 To facilitate automatic USB Bulk Transfers with the 
Cypress MCU's internal USB endpoint FIFO buffers, the 
MCU should configure the FPGA USB Bulk CSR register. 
This register configures the MCU endpoint FIFO addresses 
associated with USB IN and USB OUT transfers. 

USB Bulk Transmit 

0187. When the MCU determines USB Bulk data should 
be transmitted to the Appliance, the MCU transmits an Appli 
cation packet to the Appliance indicating the number of bytes 
that will be transmitted. When the MCU receives the an 
Application packet acknowledging the request, the MCU 
configures the FPGA for transmitting by writing the length of 
the transfer to the USB Bulk TxDength MSB and USB Bulk 
TxDength LSB registers (NOTE: USB Bulk TxDength MSB 
should be written first). 

Datalink Operation 
0188 The operation of the datalink interface is based on a 
master/slave relationship where the appliance (master) trans 
mits a packet and the rip (slave) replies to a packet. The 
relative timing of this relationship is as depicted in FIG. 10. 

Normal Operation 
0189 A frame is defined as a pair of variable length pack 
ets, one in each direction, being sent by the master (appliance) 
and slave (RIP). The slave will only respond to a packet 
received from the master. The master times out if no response 
is received from a slave. The slave times out based on an 
incomplete packet. The master will always transmit a mini 
mum number of frames per second. A slave will always 
respond to a received packet, whetherit has data to transmit or 
not. 

Startup Operation 

0.190 Startup operation is initiated from an HI link inac 
tive state. The Slave will receive one valid complete packet 
prior to responding to the Master. The Master will retry a 
packet transfer on a regular basis until a valid connection is 
obtained as indicated by three successive ACKed packets. 
Start up will be entered from “RI compatibility mode” when 
negotiating up to HI Mode', or after link failures. 

Failures 

0191 Incomplete packets will be discarded and NACKed 
(0192 Errored packets will be discarded and NACKed 
0193 Nacked packets will cause the link will be declared 
inactive and will revert to “Startup'. 
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0194 No Response packets will cause the link will be 
declared inactive and will revert to “Startup'. 
(0195 Any “No Response' Packet will cause the link to be 
“NOT LINK ACTIVE. After eight successful packet 
exchanges the link will be declared “LINK ACTIVE. When 
the link is “NOT LINK ACTIVE only “NOP” packets will 
be exchanged. After the link is declared “LINK ACTIVE 
payload packets will be allowed. 

High Speed RIP FPGA Logic 
0.196 FIG. 11 depicts the dataflow paths through the 
FPGA in presently preferred exemplary embodiments. The 
Bulk FIFO Interface provides an independent path for USB 
bulk data transfers. The HI Bus Interface path provides for 
processor to processor communications. The RIBus Interface 
path provides the default RIUart interface. A fallback FPGA 
image may be kept in the FLASH Memory for a default RI 
mode. This image provides all functionality of the full up 
image, excluding the HI functions. 

Message Sequence Diagrams 

0.197 FIGS. 5(a)-5(e) are exemplary message sequence 
diagrams. FIG. 5(a) shows an exemplary connection 
sequence. FIG. 5(b) shows an exemplary virtual media (vir 
tual disk) mapping sequence—a VDisk Mapping Sequence. 
FIG. 5(c) shows an exemplary virtual media (virtual disk) 
unmapping sequence—a VDisk Unmapping Sequence. FIG. 
5(d) shows an exemplary virtual media (virtual disk) read 
sequence—a visk Read Sequence. FIG. 5(e) shows an 
exemplary virtual media (virtual disk) write sequence—a 
VDisk Write Sequence. Those skilled in the art will realize 
and understand, upon reading this description, that different 
and/or other message sequences may be used. 

Graphical User Interface 
0198 We now describe an exemplary graphical user inter 
face (GUI) for a virtual media client. As shown, for example, 
in FIG. 1, the virtual media GUI 116 preferably resides on the 
client 102. The GUI 116—the graphical user interface for 
virtual media is preferably launched/accessed or invoked 
from the “Tools' menu of the dropdown menu bar/toolbar as 
shown, for example, in FIG. 6(a). Those skilled in the are will 
realize and understand, upon reading this description, that the 
access point and invocation method may be different for each 
particular product or application. 
0199. As used herein, with reference to interaction with 
the GUI, the term "click” refers generally to the process of 
selection. So, those skilled in the art will understand that, e.g., 
when the description states that a user "clicks on an item in 
the GUI, this generally means that the user selects the item. 
0200. Management software in use, and/or the appliance 
should determine who may initiate and access a Virtual Media 
session. In some embodiments, if a user launches a Virtual 
Media session for a particular target device and a Virtual 
Media session for that device is already running on the cli 
ent's workstation, then the existing session should be brought 
to the foreground and a new session should not be started. 
0201 The Virtual Media dialog box is the central focus of 
the virtual media GUI. The Virtual Media menu item in the 
Video Viewer brings up a Virtual Media dialog box. Upon 
launching, the Virtual Media dialog box initiates communi 
cation with the appropriate authentication/authorization 
server and, if necessary, performs a login operation using the 
same credentials, or credential mechanism, such as a certifi 
cate, as was used to login to the KVM/VM appliance or 
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device for its KVM session. While login is underway a 
progress dialog which displays the name of the virtual media 
target device will be displayed, as shown, for example, in 
FIG. 6(b). While the progress dialog is displayed, if the user 
presses the Cancel button, then the virtual media session will 
be cancelled and the Virtual Media dialog box will not be 
displayed. 
0202 An exemplary Virtual Media Mapping dialog box is 
shown in FIG. 6(c). Although the Virtual Media GUI takes the 
form of a dialog box, it is preferably a standalone program. As 
a standalone program, the dialog box will have its own button 
on the Windows taskbar (or equivalent for other operating 
systems). 
0203 The Virtual Media dialog displays some or all the 
physical drives on the client workstation that can be mapped 
as virtual drives on the target (in some embodiments, hard 
drives cannot be mapped as virtual drives and will not be 
displayed). The dialog continuously monitors the operating 
system to determine which physical drives are present on the 
client workstation. The dialog also allows a user to map ISO 
and floppy image files as virtual drives through the use of the 
“Add Image' button. (An ISO image refers here to a disk 
image of an ISO file system, generally an ISO 9660 file 
system.) Each mapped drive can be limited to read only 
access. CD/DVD drives and ISO images are always read only. 
In the example, the title on the Virtual Media dialog box is 
dependent on the system in which it is in use. In general, the 
title should try to convey which appliance and for which 
target device the virtual media session is being conducted. 
Closing the Virtual Media dialog box will close the virtual 
media session. 

Mapping a Virtual Media Drive 
0204 To map a virtual media drive, the user selects a drive 
to become a Virtual Media Drive by clicking on the Mapped 
checkbox for a particular drive, e.g., as shown, in FIG. 6(d), 
where a user has selected CD drive “F” to be mapped (since it 
is a CD drive, it is read only). While a drive is being mapped 
a wait cursor is displayed. In a presently preferred implemen 
tation, the timeout on the mapping has a default value of thirty 
seconds, but that value may be changed through configuration 
parameters. If a drive mapping fails, then one of the error 
notifications detailed in following sections will be displayed 
and the Mapped checkbox for that drive will be deselected 
(unchecked). 
0205 As noted, mapped drives may be limited to read 
only capability by checking the Read Only checkbox for that 
mapped drive. CD/DVD Drives and ISO images are always 
read only which cannot be changed. Management Software 
and/or the appliance may set the read-only limitation for 
those drives which are not physically limited to read only 
capabilities, such as a mass storage device. If the management 
Software and/or appliance sets a drive to read-only, then its 
read only parameter in the mapped drives list may not be 
changed by the user. Note: Floppy image files and ISO image 
files may be added to the list of available drives by using 
drag-and-drop where the Client View table in the Virtual 
Media Mappings dialog will serve as a drag-and-drop target. 
(The type of operating system running on the client’s work 
station may limit Drag-and-drop capability and availability.) 
Once a floppy or ISO image file is listed as an available drive 
then it may be mapped as virtual media just like any other 
drive. 
0206 When a user selects the GUI option to map virtual 
media, the operations shown in FIG. 5(b) may take place. 
Unmapping a Virtual Media Drive 
0207 To unmap a Virtual Media Drive the user clicks 
again on the Mapped check box for a particular drive. 
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Because Some interaction may be going on with the drive, 
before it is unmapped the user is asked to confirm their action 
as shown, for example, in FIG. 6(e). It should be noted that 
anytime a drive is unmapped a disruption to the activities on 
the target device and the client may take place. Since there are 
many scenarios in which this might take place it was believed 
to be Superfluous and repetitive to indicate in every instance a 
warning to the user that a disruption to operations may take 
place. If the user decides to unmap the drive (by pressing the 
Yes button in the confirmation message box), then that is 
reflected by the check box not being selected in the list of 
available drives as shown, for example, in FIG. 6(f). 
0208. When a user selects the GUI option to map virtual 
media, the operations shown in FIG. 5(c) may take place. 

Mapping an ISO or Floppy Image as a Virtual Media Drive 

0209 If the user wants to map an ISO or floppy image file 
then the first thing that needs to be done is to select the Add 
Image button in the Virtual Media Mapping dialog box. This 
will cause the common file dialog for the client workstation's 
operating system to appear with ISO and floppy image files 
displayed, as shown, for example, in FIG. 6(g). The user can 
select an ISO or floppy image file for availability in the Virtual 
Media Mappings dialog by selecting it in the Common File 
Dialog and then clicking on the Open button. The file that is 
selected then is checked to ensure its header indicates it is the 
propertype of file. If the file format is correct, the file appears 
in the Virtual Media Mapping dialog where the user can map 
it in the same manner as any other drive is mapped, e.g., as 
shown in FIG. 6(h). 
0210. If the file format is not correct (as indicated by the 

file's header), then a warning will be issued, e.g., as shown in 
FIG. 6(i), and the file image will not be available for mapping. 

Attempting to Map Too Many Drives 

0211. If a user tries to map too many virtual media drives, 
i.e., more than the target device Supports, then a warning will 
be issued, e.g., as shown in FIG. 6(i). For example, for some 
implementations, the appliances only allow mapping of one 
CD/DVD drive and one mass storage drive at a time. Two CD 
drives cannot be mapped simultaneously, nor can two mass 
storage devices. If the user tries to map too many virtual 
media drives of a particular type then a warning will be 
issued, e.g., as shown in FIG. 6(k). 

Details View 

0212. When selected, the Details button on the Virtual 
Media Mapping dialog causes the details view of the virtual 
mapping to be displayed. FIG. 6(1) shows an exemplary Vir 
tual media dialog box with details view, according to embodi 
ments of the present invention. The Details view shows how 
many virtual drives the target can map and where each of 
those virtual drives is mapped on the client. Note that the 
exemplary graphic shown in FIG. 6(l) indicates the presence 
of three virtual drives on the target device. The Details table 
may be scrolled to the right to show more information as 
shown, for example, in FIG. 6(n). Selecting (e.g., by clicking 
on) the Details button will cause the Virtual Media Mappings 
dialog to return to normal (non-detailed) view. 
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0213. The Details view may provide the information indi 
cated in the following table: 

TABLE 78 

Information in Virtual Media Dialog Details View 

Column Information 

Target The virtual drive on the target device 
Drive 
Mapped The drive on the client the virtual drive is mapped to. The 
To number of bytes is continuously updated throughout the 

session. 
Read The number of bytes read from the client's mapped drive and 
Bytes sent to the target device. The number of bytes is continuously 

updated throughout the session. 
Write The number of bytes received from the target device and 
Bytes written to the client's mapped drive 
Duration The length of time the drive has been mapped in 

Hours: Minute:Seconds format. The time is continuously 
updated throughout the session. 

0214) A USB Reset button may be available in the Details 
View as shown, e.g., in FIGS. 6(I)-6(m). The button may be 
unavailable and grayed out if the reset function is not avail 
able in a particular implementation. If the USB Reset button 
is available, then upon the button being selected by the user, a 
warning, e.g., as shown in FIG. 6(n) will be displayed. If the 
user selects the “Yes” option then the appliance will be 
instructed to perform the USB reset operation. 
Closing the Virtual Media Dialog Box 
0215 Closing the Virtual Media dialog box will result in 
the unmapping of all mapped drives for the virtual media 
session. If the user attempts to close the Virtual Media dialog 
box using one of the dialog box's closure mechanisms (e.g., 
System Menu in upper left corner, “X” Close Box in upper 
right corner, Exit button on the dialog or Alt-F4 key combi 
nation) and one or more drives have been mapped, then the 
user will be asked to confirm the closure of the dialog box as 
shown, e.g., in FIG. 6(O). 
Virtual Media Session after KVM Session Closes. 

Continuing the Virtual Media Session 
0216. How a virtual media session reacts to the closure of 
its associated KVM session is dependent on configuration 
settings determined, e.g., by management Software in use 
and/or the appliance. These settings may indicate the follow 
1ng: 

0217 1. The closure of a KVM session will always 
close the associated virtual media session regardless of 
the reason for the closure. 

0218 2. The closure of a KVM session by the user will 
cause the virtual media session to close. 

0219. 3. The closure of a KVM session by the adminis 
trator (disconnection) will cause the virtual media ses 
sion to close. 

0220 4. The closure of a KVM session by the user will 
result in the user being prompted to determine if they 
want to continue the virtual media session. 

0221 5. The closure of a KVM session by the inactivity 
timeout mechanism will result in the virtual media ses 
sion being terminated. 

0222 6. The closure of a KVM session by the inactivity 
timeout mechanism will result in the virtual media ses 
sion being continued without prompting the user (if 
there was no activity it seems safe to assume the user 
may not be there to respond to a prompton whether they 
want to continue the virtual media session). 

0223 7. The preemption of the KVM session by another 
user will cause the virtual media session to close. 
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0224 8. That preemption of a KVM session will not be 
permitted if a virtual media session is in progress. 

0225 9. That preemption of a KVM session will result 
in the user being prompted to determine if they want to 
continue the virtual media session. 

0226. Unless the configuration settings from the manage 
ment Software and/or appliance indicate otherwise, the 
default behavior is preferably to prompt the user to continue 
the virtual media session regardless of the reason or mecha 
nism of closure of the KVM session. 
0227 Regardless of how the KVM session is closed, if the 
configuration settings for that type of closure, or the default 
behavior, indicate that the user be given an option to continue 
the virtual media session, then the user will be notified that 
there are mapped drives and be given the option to continue 
with the Virtual Media Drive session(s) as shown, for 
example, in FIG. 6(p). 

Blocking, Preemption and Disconnection 
0228 Certain conditions require operations outside the 
scope of what is described above. Conditions such as block 
ing, preemption and disconnection by an administrator are 
now addressed. 

Blocking 

0229 When a user closes a KVM session but leaves the 
virtual media session running, as described above, then if 
another user connects to the same target device with a KVM 
session and then tries to start a virtual media session a block 
ing situation will occur. The second KVM session may not be 
able to start a virtual media session because the first virtual 
media session is still in progress and using the virtual media 
channel of the appliance for that target device. When this type 
of blocking situation occurs it will be up to management 
software in use and/or the appliance to determine whether the 
existing virtual media session may be preempted. 

Preemption 
Insufficient Privileges for Preemption 
0230. If the management software and/or appliance deter 
mine that the user attempting to start the virtual media session 
does not have sufficient privileges to preempt an existing 
virtual media session, then the GUI will be instructed to 
inform the user that the virtual media session cannot be 
started, e.g., using a notice as shown, for example, in FIG. 

Sufficient Privileges for Preemption 
0231. If the management software and/or appliance deter 
mine that the user attempting to start the virtual media session 
has sufficient privileges to preempt an existing virtual media 
session, then the GUI will be instructed to offer the option to 
preempt the existing virtual media session to the user attempt 
ing to start the virtual media session. The preemption notice 
may appear as shown, for example, in FIG. 6(r). Preemption 
means that all the virtual media drives mapped in the existing 
virtual media session will be unmapped. There are presently 
two types of preemption: User rejection not allowed, and user 
rejection allowed. 

User Rejection of Preemption not Allowed 
0232) Ifuser rejection is not allowed, as determined by the 
management software and/or appliance, then the user whose 
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virtual media session is being preempted will be notified, e.g., 
by a message that looks like that in FIG. 6(s). The countdown 
in the second sentence of the notice will be continuously 
updated until it reaches zero or the user presses the OK button. 
When the message closes, the user's virtual media session 
will be preempted. 
0233. If the user whose virtual media session is being 
preempted does not have the right to reject the preemption 
request, then the user who is attempting to preempt the virtual 
media session will see a notice like that shown in FIG. 6(t). 
while they wait for the other user to respond to the preemption 
request. 

User Rejection of Preemption Allowed 

0234. If user rejection is allowed, as determined by the 
management software and/or appliance, then the user whose 
virtual media session is being preempted will be notified by a 
message that looks like that shown in FIG. 6(u). 
0235 While most dialog boxes and user notification mes 
sages allow the X close box and escape key to perform the 
same operation as a “No” or “Cancel button, when those 
buttons are available, or as an OK button if the OK button is 
there simply to act as an acknowledgement from the user, in 
this case the X close box and escape key will not have any 
functionality. That is because there is no natural mapping of 
the X close box or escape key to either the Accept button's 
functionality, which closes the user's virtual media session 
immediately, nor to the Reject button's functionality, which 
rejects the preempting user's request. If the client's operating 
system allows it, the X close box should not be shown on this 
message. 

0236. The countdown in the second sentence of the notice 
will be continuously updated until it reaches zero or the user 
presses the Accept button. If the user presses the Accept 
button, or if the countdown reaches Zero and the message 
closes, then the user's virtual media session will be pre 
empted. 
0237 If the user presses the reject button, then the user's 
virtual media session will not be preempted, and the user who 
attempted to preempt the virtual media session will see a 
notice, e.g., like that shown in FIG. 6(v). 
0238 If the user whose virtual media session is being 
preempted does have the right to reject the preemption 
request, then the user who is attempting to preempt the virtual 
media session will see a notice like that shown in FIG. 6(w) 
while they wait for the other user to respond to the preemption 
request. 

Cancellation of Preemption Attempt 

0239. If the user who is attempting to preempt the virtual 
media session decides to cancel the preemption attempt, e.g., 
by clicking on the Cancel button, or the X close button on the 
dialog box, then the user whose virtual media session was 
being preempted will see a message, e.g., like that shown in 
FIG. 6(x), advising him that the virtual media preemption 
request has been terminated at the originator's request. 

Disconnection 

0240 The management software in use. Such as, e.g., 
Avocent's AVWorks or DSView, may allow an administrator 
to disconnect a user's virtual media session. If the manage 
ment software allows it, then when an administrator discon 
nects a user's virtual media session, the virtual media GUI 
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will display a message, e.g., like that shown in FIG. 6(y), 
advising the user that an administrator has terminated the 
virtual media session. 

Applications/Uses 
Uses of Remote Media 

0241 Users may use the remote media capability to either 
move files or data to and from a target device from either an 
appliance attached to the target device or using software to do 
this remotely over a network. 
0242. Many users have systems today that allow them to 
remotely manage files of both applications and OS patches if 
the target device system is operational, network Stack is oper 
ating and any applications or agents on the target device are 
operational. In most cases, customers would continue to use 
these methods wheneverything is operating fairly well. These 
methods generally use network resources and run directly 
through the network interfaces of the target devices and 
should be able to transfer data faster than a remote media. 
0243 There are several exceptions. One exception is if the 
Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) of the target device needs 
to be updated. In this case, a physical external connection to 
the target device is required that does not rely on the operating 
system or network Stack of the target device. Another 
example is if the OS has failed and network boot is not 
Supported or enabled. 
0244 Thus, the remote media capability is required for 
those instances where the target device is in a state that the 
normal methods cannot be used. Before the addition of 
remote media, this would require an administrator to physi 
cally access the target device by either entering the data 
center, or if the device is located where there is no adminis 
trator, schedule a dispatch to resolve the problem. 
0245 Typical exemplary scenarios of the application of 
remote media are as follows: 

Operating System Install 

0246 Virtual Media may be used to installa new operating 
(OS) system or an OS upgrade on a target server. In these 
cases, the desired OS will almost certainly be contained on a 
CD-ROM or stored as an ISO CD image, although those 
skilled in the art will realize, upon reading this description, 
that other sources may be used for the OS. Some operating 
systems may use an additional floppy or the like for Supplying 
install configuration options. This process may be very time 
consuming, and is likely to be much more so due to the 
relatively low speed of a Virtual Media connection. Accord 
ingly, safeguards are in place to prevent Such operations from 
being accidentally aborted due to either inadvertent user 
action or contention amongst multiple users. 

Operating System Recovery 

0247 Virtual Media may be used to repair damaged oper 
ating system installs. This scenario is usually very similar to 
that of the OS install and has the same basic requirements. 

Hard Drive Recovery/Duplication 

0248. The ability to recover a system hard drive to a known 
state or to quickly place identical OS baselines on multiple 
machines is often necessary in System test and other Such 
environments. Tools such as Ghost exist to perform Some of 
these functions. The present invention provides mechanisms 
to duplicate a hard drive remotely, via USB ports of a target 
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machine. This may require that the target device support USB 
in the BIOS rather than the OS. 

BIOS Update 
0249 BIOS upgrades often come on floppy disks but will 
likely start requiring the use of a USB memory stick as the 
size of these files continues to grow. 

Configuration Backup/Crash Analysis 

0250 In some cases it may be useful to store data from a 
remote machine. Examples of this would be storing a backup 
copy of some low-level configuration data or retrieving crash 
dump data for analysis. 

Pre-Boot Virus Scan 

0251. Using a remote virtual media device to perform 
pre-boot virus scans of the target's real drives allows the 
administrator to use a “trusted boot device to bring up the 
target without the danger of infecting the virtual drive. 
Booting from Virtual Media (Disaster Recovery) 
0252. When the target's bootable storage is damaged or 
unreliable, virtual media devices could be used to bring up the 
damaged machine for repairs. 
(0253) Note that not all BIOSs support USB booting and 
not all BIOSs support USB boot devices equally. Some 
BIOSs only support USB floppy device booting while others 
support a wide variety of boot devices including floppy, CD, 
flash devices, and hard drives. 

Convenience 

0254. Since users of virtual media will frequently be 
physically remote from target machines, many of them will 
find the ability to load files remotely through KVM appli 
ances to be convenient. 
0255 As one example, a user may have a CD which con 
tains an application that he wants to load on the target. Using 
existing network services, he could post an image of the CD 
to a network site and then load it to the target. This would 
require several steps. A simpler approach would be to use the 
remote KVM session to establish a remote media link and 
install the application directly from the CD in the client sys 
tem’s CD drive. 

Connection and Use Cases: 

Local Access: 

0256 FIG. 7(a) shows one connection method using the 
local ports of two tiered appliances. In this diagram, Local 
User A is connected to a digital appliance and Local User B is 
connected to an analog appliance. The analog appliance is 
tiered below the digital appliance. 
0257 Local User A has access to the servers (1-3) con 
nected directly to the target device ports of the digital switch 
as well as the servers (4-6) that are connected to the target 
device ports of the tiered analog appliance. In this case, the 
connection between the Digital appliance and the Analog 
appliance is using one of the local ports on the Analog appli 
ance (through the direct connect ACI port). User B is con 
nected to the second port, so no additional connections can be 
made to the Analog appliance. Since in this case User B is 
connected to the Analog appliance, User B can only access 
those devices connected directly to target device ports of the 
Analog appliance. In the maximum case, in some implemen 
tations, the Digital appliance could have 16 tiered appliances 
connected to it. This would provide User A with the ability to 
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connect to 256 target devices. Note that if additional devices 
are connected to the tiered appliances via a PEM or chaining 
IQ (the term “IQ refers to a RIP device), User A and User B 
would only be able to establish a KVM console session with 
those devices. 
0258 For some embodiments, User A can only use media 
directly attached to the Digital appliance to establish a media 
session with any available target device (Servers 1-6). User B 
can only use media directly attached to the Analog appliance 
to establish a media session with any available device (Server 
4-6). 

Remote Access 

0259. The digital appliance will allow users to remotely 
connect to target devices. FIG. 7(b) shows the connection 
method used in a remote connection. In this diagram, Remote 
Users A, B and C may connect to the Digital appliance 
through the appropriate client software. The Analog appli 
ance is tiered below the Digital appliance. 
0260. The remote users can connect to servers 1-6 via the 
remote connection. In the case of servers 1-3, since they are 
directly connected to the digital appliance, all data (both 
KVM and media) remain within the digital appliance. Assum 
ing Sufficient digital ports in the digital appliance, all three 
users could be connected to the three locally attached servers 
(servers 1-3). 
0261. In order to connect to servers 4-6, the data link 
between the digital appliance and the analog appliance is 
used. As stated in the section on Local Connections, the link 
between the two appliances can carry one KVM session and 
one media session. For a media connection between User A 
and Server 4, a connection is made with the Digital Appli 
ance, the KVM and media sessions are switched to the appro 
priate target device port for connection to the analog appli 
ance. Through the ACI interface, the analog appliance will 
receive the information required to set up the connection 
within the analog device to the desired server (in this case 
Server 4). As previously stated, the media stream will enter 
the analog appliance via the ACI or local port, not the network 
port. While Remote User A is using the connection between 
the two tiered switches, the other users (Remote Users Band 
C) cannot access the other servers on the tiered switch (Serv 
ers 5 and 6 in this case). 
0262 For some embodiments, Remote Users can only use 
media attached to the remote system where the client software 
is operating (can be physical or mapped drives). 

Sharing and Preemption 

0263. There are many different options for sharing, reserv 
ing or preempting session since the KVM and media sessions 
are two different sessions. Users are provided a variety of 
ways that they would like for these interactions to work. The 
options should preferably be configurable so a user can set the 
system to operate within the constraints they define. For these 
options, it is assumed that the user has established a KVM 
session and started a media session. FIG. 8(a) shows preemp 
tion cases and FIG. 8(b) shows blocking cases. In FIG. 8(a), 
assume User A Connected to target device and normal pre 
emption rules configured by System administrator. 
0264. The first option should preferably be for the cus 
tomer to lock the KVM and media sessions together. In this 
mode, when a KVM session is disconnected, so is the asso 
ciated media session. If they are not locked together, then it is 
possible for the KVM session to be switched away leaving the 
media session active. This could be important if the user is 
reloading an operating system that is going to take a fairly 
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long period of time and wants to establish a KVM session 
with a different target device to perform other functions. 
0265. Once a target device has an active media session 
without an active KVM session, there are two situations that 
can occur—the original user (User A) can reconnect or a 
different user (User B) can connect to that channel. There 
should preferably be an option where the system can be set 
that only the user with the media session (User A in this case) 
can access that channel with a KVM session (reserve the 
KVM connection). Once another user (User B) can access 
that session, they can control media that is connected to the 
user (User A) that set up the media connection. This could 
pose a security risk. In a tiered environment, by reserving the 
KVM with the media connection, only User A could access 
the lower switch, the KVM channel between the upper switch 
and lower switch would be reserved for User A. 
0266 Dealing with preemption options adding media con 
nections creates many additional combinations. First, users/ 
customers should preferably be able to disable any preemp 
tions. (It is assumed that in preferred implementations of the 
invention, a system administrator has a method to disconnect 
any active KVM and/or media session from the DS Software 
Administrative Console. This capability would not allow the 
administrator to “take over the media connection, only ter 
minate it.) Thus, once a user has a connection, the user essen 
tially "owns” that connection until they release it. If preemp 
tion is allowed for KVM, there should preferably bean option 
to disable preemption if a media session is in progress. 
0267 In preferred embodiments, preemption should fol 
low the current concepts of level of users. A customer should 
be able to set up how those preemption rules will work (e.g., 
any user can preempt, a user may preempt a user at a lower 
access level, a user may preempt a user at the same or lower 
access level, etc). 
0268. Since the KVM and media session are different 
sessions, the preemption should have an option Such that if 
preemption is allowed with a media connection, the admin 
istrator will be able to select whether a KVM preemption 
preempts only the KVM or both the KVM and media. 
0269. If preemption is allowed with a connected media 
session, the preempting user should receive a confirmation 
message that there is an active media session to the particular 
target device. The preempting user may either cancel the 
preemption request or continue with the preemption. The user 
being preempted is notified of the preemption and the user 
preempting. 
0270. There is a preemption mode that will query the 
current user whether or not to allow a preemption (This has 
been referred to as cooperative mode). If this mode is turned 
on, then no preemption can occur unless the current user 
relinquishes control. 
0271 The last area is share mode. Again, an administrator 
will be able to disable share mode if a media session is active. 
In the event that multiple users are sharing only the user that 
established the connection (the primary user) is able to estab 
lish a media session. If sharing is enabled with a media 
session, then any shared users will be able to “see the 
attached media device on the target device. 

General Remote Media Assumptions 

0272 Preferably, remote media connections are not auto 
matically established; and they require Some action either by 
the user or by external Software to connect the media source. 
This is for security reasons and to avoid preemption and 
sharing issues. Users and privileges should be authenticated 
prior to establishing connections. In some cases, that may be 
done via Software and in other cases by an external source. 
For Some implementations, a console connection will be 
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KVM and the KVM session should be established prior to 
establishing a media connection. 

Appliance Based Products 
0273. In a framework/platform as described, analog and 
digital switch users will be able to establish virtual media 
connections between a media source that has either a remote 
or local connection to any VM switch. 
0274 From an appliance viewpoint, Local Virtual Media 

is the media source directly connected to the local port of a 
KVM/VM switch (Analog or digital). Remote Virtual Media 
is the media Source is connected through a remote worksta 
tion by means of a remote client application and an Ethernet 
connection. 
0275. In some presently preferred embodiments, the 
remote media source may be connected as a USB device to 
the target device. The capability will be the same as if the 
device were physically connected to the target device. That is, 
if a capability does not exist with a directly attached USB 
device to the target device, the remote device will not have 
that capability either—an example is the ability to boot from 
a USB device. This requires boot support in the BIOS of the 
target device. 
(0276. The USB IQ should presenta USB connection to the 
target device whether or not there is an active media session. 
This connection may be a single composite device with both 
a CD-ROM and removable media devices enumerated. 
0277. In some presently preferred embodiments, the 
maximum distance between the KVM/VM appliance and the 
USB IQ will be 150 feet at a resolution of 640x480 (a) 65 Hz. 
0278. In some presently preferred embodiments, the 
appliance Supports a maximum of three levels of tiering for 
KVM sessions. (Three levels of tiering include two levels of 
Switches—either two analog or one analog and one digital 
plus one level of expansion modules (PEM) or chaining IQ's.) 
0279. In some embodiments, the virtual media connection 
supports only two levels of tiering. (Two levels of tiering 
include two switches connected to each other—either two 
analog or one analog and one digital. Media cannot span the 
third tier consisting of PEM or chaining IQ's since those 
cannot transport the media connection.) 
0280. In some embodiments, the tiered virtual media con 
nection may be accomplished by a direct connection of a 
target device port to the local port of the secondary Switch. 
This connection can use a direct connect ACI port or use a 
USBIQ with ACI protocol passed over the USB. The network 
port shall not be used to transfer media streams between two 
appliances. 
0281 For tiered systems, the top-most switch may be able 

to gather the computer names from the switches below. This 
can use either a dedicated ACI port or via an IQ connected to 
the local USB port of the tiered switch. 
0282. When a remote user is connected to a digital appli 
ance and using a tiered connection to an analog appliance, the 
remote data stream should be connected to the digital appli 
ance and passed to the analog tiered appliance using the high 
speed data path (Cl/HI), not the network connection. 
0283. The KVM console session and the remote media 
session should be independent. However, in preferred 
embodiments, a media session can only be initiated from an 
active KVM console session. 
0284. The maximum number of media sessions should 
equal the number of available KVM console channels (Total 
number of Analog plus Digital unique connections that can be 
made). For example, one device may have three independent 
KVM or media connections while another may have four. 
0285. A connection between two appliances that is used 
for tiering should have only one KVM console channel and 
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one media channel. These two channels can be Switched to 
different target devices on the tiered appliance. 
0286 Preferably, sharing of a KVM session is allowed 
between the two local users of the analog switch. Sharing is 
not allowed between a local and remote user on a Digital 
switch. There should be no sharing of the media connection 
between any users. Only one media connection can be estab 
lished to any target device. 
0287. The user should be authenticated prior to any KVM 
console or media session being established. 
0288 For some implementations, devices that are directly 
connected to the local port of an appliance may be used for a 
media connection for Local Users. Remote Users can use any 
device that can be mapped in their Operating System and 
mounted to the target device by the client software. For some 
other implementations, both the analog and digital appliances 
are able to establish connections to media servers in the 
network that may have libraries of images or application 
installations instead of using media directly attached to the 
appliance. This connection would be via the network port 
present on both the Analog and Digital Appliances. 
0289. By separating the requirements of the KVM console 
and remote media connections, there is a significant amount 
of flexibility added to the system architecture. There are 
implications to sharing and reserving channels for users as 
well. In order to provide customers flexibility and the ability 
to control the rules of engagement for the media connections, 
there will be a requirement to provide customers with the 
ability to configure the connection policies for both the con 
sole and media connections. 

Embedded Remote Media 

Hardware Based Embedded Products 
Configurations 
Single User 
0290. In some implementations, there may only be a single 
video channel available for both the local and remote ports. 
This causes a complication where a local user may suddenly 
disconnect the remote user since that port has higher priority. 
As a result the client software is preferably separated into 
components for KVM and Virtual Media. The idea is that a 
remote user who is performing a critical operation Such as an 
OS install will not be likely to have that operation inadvert 
ently affected. At a later time the remote user can do whatever 
action is necessary to resolve the access contention without 
having to restart the operation. 

IP/Integrated Products 
0291. One scenario involves a single user accessing the 
target remotely. In this scenario the Virtual Media control 
component is included directly into the viewer component. 
As a result there is a one to one mapping of clients to targets 
and when a viewer session is closed all of its Virtual Media 
connections will also be closed. If the user wishes to control 
multiple servers at once they can simply open an additional 
viewer. 
0292 A standard implementation creates one USB end 
point available for a CD-ROM or DVD connection and one 
for a floppy or memory Stick. 
0293 Data centers are inherently security risks, and any 
physical access to a data center is a recipe for trouble. This 
invention provides administrators with needed access to data 
centers for various reasons, including loading CDs, patching 
the OS, and running diagnostics. Virtual Media provide a 
method to eliminate this as a reason for access to the data 
center, benefiting a company's bottom line. 
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0294 The present invention was described in some 
aspects with reference to a KVM system. One skilled in the art 
will immediately realize and understand, upon reading this 
description, that aspects of the present invention are not lim 
ited to operating in Such a system. 
0295 The present invention was described in some 
aspects with reference to the USB 2.0 standard. One skilled in 
the art would immediately realize and understand, upon read 
ing this description, that the invention will work with other 
USB standards and is not limited to the USB 2.0 standard. 
This invention is not limited to any particular serial standard 
(such as USB), but may be used with any serial protocol 
currently contemplated or contemplated in the future. 
0296 While the protocols used and described herein have 
been specified in detail regarding the order of their bits and 
the locations of their various fields, those skilled in the art will 
realize, upon reading this description, that other bit orderings 
and field positions may be used. Furthermore, those skilled in 
the art will realize and understand, upon reading this descrip 
tion, that other and/or different protocols may be used to 
accomplish the same results, and these other protocols, now 
contemplated or contemplated in the future, are within the 
Scope of the present invention. 
0297 Thus are described a virtual media systems/frame 
works, methods and devices, usable in a KVM environment 
Virtual Media may be considered as simulated media that 
performs the same function of a mass storage device without 
physically being directly connected. Virtual Media allows 
administrators to increase operational efficiency in remote 
server management by mapping local removable media or 
mass storage device to a remote server. This provides the 
administrator the ability to perform file transfers, application 
and OS patches, and diagnostic testing from a CD. The 
described system allows transporting virtual media through 
generic KVM devices, without the need for special drivers, 
agent or hardware at the target servers. 
0298 While the invention has been described with refer 
ence to storage devices, those skilled in the art will realize and 
understand, upon reading this description, that other devices 
connected to a client, Such as, e.g., cameras, audio devices 
and biometric devices and the like, may be mapped as virtual 
devices on a target computer. These other devices are within 
the scope of the invention. 
0299 Aspects of the present invention, such as, e.g., the 
GUI, may be implemented as part of the processor or as a 
program residing in memory (and external storage) and run 
ning on processor, or as a combination of program and spe 
cialized hardware. When in memory and/or external storage, 
the program can be in a RAM, a ROM, an internal or external 
disk, a CD ROM, an ASIC or the like. In general, when 
implemented as a program or in part as a program, the pro 
gram can be encoded on any computer-readable medium or 
combination of computer-readable media, including but not 
limited to a RAM, a ROM, a disk, an ASIC, a PROM and the 
like. 
0300 While the invention has been described in connec 
tion with what is presently considered to be the most practical 
and preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that the 
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invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiment, but 
on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and 
equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope 
of the appended claims. 

1-30. (canceled) 
31. A method of updating Software on a target computer 

comprising: 
connecting a client computer to a KVM (keyboard, video 

and mouse) appliance; 
connecting the KVM appliance to a USB port of the target 

computer; 
mapping a media device on the client computer to the target 

computer, and 
updating the Software on the target computer using data on 

the media device. 
32. The method of claim 31, wherein communication 

between the client computer and the KVM appliance is via a 
network. 

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the network is a 
TCP/IP network. 

34. The method of claim 31, wherein the software com 
prises one of: (1) an operating system (OS) and (1) a Basic 
Input/Output System (BIOS), and wherein the media device 
is a device selected from the group comprising: 

a CD, a DVD, a floppy disk, an optical disk, a hard disk, a 
mass storage device, and a Universal Serial Bus (USB) 
memory card. 

35. The method of claim 31, further comprising: 
establishing a KVM session between the client computer 

and the target computer. 
36. The method of claim 31, further comprising displaying 

a notification of a mapping failure. 
37. The method of claim 31, further comprising mapping 

multiple media devices on the client computer to the target 
computer. 

38. The method of claim 31, further comprising limiting 
the number of media devices that can be mapped, and dis 
playing a warning regarding the limiting of media devices to 
be mapped. 

39. The method of claim 31, further comprising including 
a timeout during a mapping. 

40. The method of claim 39, wherein the timeout is 30 
seconds. 

41. A method of updating Software on a target computer 
comprising: 

connecting a client computer to a KVM (keyboard, video, 
mouse) appliance, wherein communication between the 
client computer and the KVM appliance is via a TCP/IP 
network; 

connecting the appliance to a RIP (rack interface pod) and 
connecting the RIP to a USB port of the target computer; 

mapping a media device on the client computer to the target 
computer, and 

updating the Software on the target computer using data on 
the media device. 

42. The method of claim 41, wherein the software com 
prises an operating system. 
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